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PREFACE
In today's world of expanding communication, military, and science
satellite services, the geostationary orbit is rapidly hecoming an
extremely valuable and limited earth resource. Nations demand spe-
cific positions or "slots" in the orbit corresponding to their geographic
longitude, seeking to maximize their territorial coverage and satellite
performance. Sovereignty becomes an issue, with several nations fit
different latitudes and one lL.;gitude competing for the common longi-
tudinal slot in the orbital arc. Common carriers within a developed
nation demand equal rights for the best slots. Competition has been
strong in the developed nations, and the developing nations are now
voicing their concern.
At geosynchronous altitude, independent satellites operating at the
same frequency must be separated by about 4 degrees of longitude to
prevent RF interference (30 dB separation), dictated by the large
beam widths of the small affordable ground antennas now in use.
About 90 "slots" therefore exist around the world, with about 12 over
the U. S. and our northern and southern neighbors.
The frequency spectrum is also a valuable and limited resource that
is rapidly approaching .saturation, particularly in those regions of
low noise and freedom from atmospheric attenuation.
Both resources are now allocated worldwide by the International Tele-
communications Union operating through subservient multinational
and national agencies. Reallocation cannot solve our basic orbital arc
and frequency saturation problems. Recent studies have shown pro-
jected traffic demands which will saturate both the geostationary
orbital are and the optimal frequency spectra in the near future.
In the U. S. alone, current domestic satellite capacity is about 100
transponders. Projections indicate a five-fold increase in traffic
demand for voice, data, and TV distribution in the next 10 y3ars
(by 1990) ; ten-fold by the year 2000. If video and audio conferen-
cing expand as projected, the jump may be to 20 to 50 times the
present traffic by 1990 and the year 2000, respectively.
Motivation for the rapid adoption of satellite communications services
is primarily economic. Satellite communications provide lower service
cost for certain fixed applications, economy of flexibility, and appre-
ciable cost savings over terrestrial operation for mobile services
direct to the users. Savings can be increased still further if the
cost, complexity, and size of ground stations can be reduced by
application of advanced communications and support technologies
to a few satellites with expanded capabilities.
v
What is the solution co our orbital arc and frequency spectrum sat-
uration problems, a solution that also lends itself to reduction of
user costs?
One viable solution is the aggregation of many transponders, large
antennas, and connectivity switches on board a small number of
large orbital facilities. Such facilities, or platforms, can provide
common power and housekeeping services to a number of coexistent
communications systems, making maximum use of a single orbital
slot. Large antennas with multiple spot beams and good isolation,
bandwidth reduction, polarization diversity, and system intercon-
nectivity can provide an equivalent transponder capacity over the
U. S. at least an order of magnitude greater than the projected
traffic demand for the year 2000.
In the public interest, NASA has initiated a program to encourage
development of such geostationary platforms, anticipating the need
for increased communications and other services in the near decades,
at lower costs. In the past two years, initial NASA studies' have
established the need and requ rements fcr, and the feasibility of
these platforms. NASA's George C. Marshall Space Flight Center
has been authorized to carry out in depth studies of geostationary
platforms.
This report documents the results of the Geostationary Platform
Initial Phase A Study, performed by General Dynamics Convair Divi-
sion of Sari Diego with COMSAT Corporation of Clarksburg,
Maryland, as subcontractor, under direction of the Marshall Space
Flight Center. The performance per.°iod was from 1 June 1979 to
30 June 1980. 
1 "Large Communications Platforms "ersus Smaller Satellites," Future
Systems, Inc. , Report No. 221 February 1979, prepared for NASA
HQ.
"Geostationary Platform Feasibility Study," Aerospace Corp. ,
Report No. ATR-79(7799)-1, 28 September 1979, prepared for
NASA/MSFC.
"Geostationary Platforms Mission and Payload Requirements Study,"
30 October 19719, prepared for NASA /NISFC .
"18/30 GHz Communications System Service Demand Assessment,"
30 June 1979, parallel studies by Western Union and ITT for NASA/
T,eRC .
"18/30 GHz Communications Service System Studv," June 1979,
parallel studies by Ford Aerospace & Communications Corp. , and
by Hughes Aircraft Co. for NASA /LeRC .
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SUMMARY
The George C. Marshall Space Flight Center OISFC) has the respon-
sibility within the NASA for the geostationary platform - to initiate
conceptual studies, develop feasible concepts, coordinate user needs
and technology requirements, and promote activities ainied at system
hardware solutions to the projected service demands of the 1990s.
The schedule, as shown here, provides or a National Aeronautics
and Space Administration (NASA) experimental platform in 1988 to
validate required technology, and operational platforms with launch
dates in the 1990s.
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Projected Development Schedule for Geostationary Platforms
On 31 may 1979, Genercl Dynamics Convair was placed under contract
to do the Initial Phase A Concepts Definition Study for the Geosta-
t:° -y Platform. NASA/11SFC's planned approach includes a review
o	 immunications , military and science payloads, and mission models,
development and anal ysis of operational and experimental platform
1.
concepts, identification of communications and platform technology requirements,
and development of supporting programmatic data. Primary objectives of the
study are to select and conceptually define operational geostationary platforms
based on time-phased mission and payload requirements, and to develop attend-
ant costs, schedules, and supporting research and technology (SRT) require-
meets. This data will be used as a basis for definition ;f the NASA experimen
tal geostationary platform, which will be the subject of follow-on studies, although
some preliminary precursor work on the experimental platform was done during
this initial phase of the study.
Six tasl-s were defined in the Statement of Work (SOW) for this study:
Task 1 - Further Define Candidate missions and Payloads.
Task 2 - Define Candidate Approaches/Concepts and Conduct Analyses and
Trades Leading to Selected Concepts.
Task 3 - Define Selectea Approaches and Concepts.
Task 4 - Define Supporting Research and Technology and Recommended Space
Demonstrations.
Task 5 - Define Requirements On and Interfaces With STS Hardware Elements.
Task 6 - Define and Develop Cost and Schedule Data.
This document, Volume U of the final report, summarizes the technical and pro-
grammatic work performed in satisfying Tasks 1 through 5 of the Statement of
Work and Study Plan requirement for these tasks. It contains in-depth discus-
sions of the study elements, engineering data, and s ystem and programmatic
trades generated during the study. Parts I and 2 of this volume address opera-
tional and experimental geostationary p latforms, respectively. Extensive data
tabies and drawings are documented iii the appendixes (Volume II Supplemental
Data , where appropriate.
Task 6, Cost and Scnedules Data, is treated separately (Volume III of the Final
Report) , per data procurement document instructions.
A summary of Task 1 through 5 results follows.
In Task 1, candidate geostationary platform missions and payloads were identified
from COMSAT, Aerospace, and NASA studies. These missions and payloads were
cataloged; classified with respect to communications, military or scientific uses;
screened for application and compatibility with geostationary platforms-, and
analyzed to identify platform support requirements. Two platform locations were
then selected (Wastern Hemisphere - 110°W, and Atlantic - 15 0 W), and payloads
2
L.-
allocated based on nominal and high traffic models considering communications
payloads only, and considering communications plus secondary (Department of
Defense (DoD) and science) payloads. In all cases, candidate payload require-
ments and characteristics were defined on three-page candidate payload data
summary forms (Appendix E).
In Task 2, candidate platform concepts were defined and analyzed, and trade
studies performed leading to recommendation of selected concepts. Of 30 Orbit
Transfer Vehicle (OTV) configuration and operating mode options identified
from data supplied by NASA PNISFC , 18 viable candidates compat`ble with the
operational geostationary platform missions were selected for analysis. Each was
considered using four p latform operational modes - 8 or 16 y--ar life, and serviced
or nonserviced, providing a total of 72 OTV/platform-mode options. Standard
platform concepts were defined for each of the 7.: options for both the nominal
and the high traffic models, and payloads reallocated to these 1 .14 options ba!ad
on OTV performance capability and payload weight and power. For final trade
stud y concept selection, a cost program was developed considering payload and
platform costs and weight; transportat:an unit and total costs for the Shuttle and
OTV; and operational costs such as ast embly or construction time, mating time,
and loiter time. Servicing costs were added for final analysis and recommended
selection.
I he 144 candidate concepts were screened and the nine best options for combina-
tions of launch and operating modes, transfer vehicles, and evolutionary buildup
modes were analyzed. Four were recommended and selected by NASA for further
study. Alternative #1 was designated for definition in Task 3. Alternatives #2,
3, and 4 were deferred to the follow-on study for further defintion.
Task 3 defines concept Alternative 01 as a data base for further geoplatform
analyses in this study, in sufficient detail to identify requirements for support-
ing research and technology, space demonstrations, GFE interfaces, costs, and
schedules. Alternative #1 consists of six platforms in geostationary orbit (GEO)
over the Western Hemisphere and six over the Atlantic, to satisfy the total pay,
load set associated with the nominal traffic model. Each platform is delivered to
low earth orbit ( LEO) ire a single shuttle flight, already mated to its LEO-to GEO
transfer vehicle and ready for deployment and transfer to GEO.
Although Alternative it4 was deferred to the follow-on study for further definition
it was looked at briefly in this initial stud y
 for comparison of configuration and
technology requirements. Alternative #4 consists of two large platforms, one over
the Western Hemisphere consisting of three docked modules, and one over the
Atlantic (two docked modules) , to satisfy a high traffic model. The modules are
full-length orbiter cargo-bay payloads, mated at LEO to OTVs delivered in other
shuttle flights, for transfer to GEO, rendezvous, and docking.
I
Alternatives #2 and 3, deferred to the follow-on study for definition, are respec-
tive'.y single-shuttle flight platforms docked at GEO and multiple-shuttle plat
forms in constellation at GEO.
Task 3 was expanded somewhat to include a preliminary feasibility Study of an
experimental platform to demonstrate communications and platform technologies
required for the operational platforms of the 1990s. Six configurations were
conceptually developed to consider a wide variation in payloads, structure,
number of Shuttle flights, and compatibility with available OTV performance
characteristics. Results of this task (3A) are reported in Part 2 of this volume.
Task 4 identifies the SRT and space demonstrations required to support the 1990s
Operational Platforms as typified by Concept Alternatives #1 and #4.
Task 5 identifies the requirements on and interfaces with STS hardware elements
supporting the geostationary platform program, ineluding the snuttle , orbital
transfer vehicles, teleoperntor, etc. , to provide integrated support requirements
to these programs.
The body of this volume concludes with a short preview of work to be accom-
plivhed on the follow-on Etudy, in which operational platforms will be further
characterized a n d concepts for an experimental geo-statiOnary platform further
developed. Central to the further characterization of operational platforms will
be the development of a multislot communications architecture using low-risk
communications technology. WorK on experimental geostationary platform concepts
will concentrate on identifying affordable configurations compatible with potential
upper Stages.
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PART I
OPERATIONAL GEOSIATIONANY PI„1TI.oiois
SECTION 1
TASK 1: MISSIONS AND PAYLOADS DEFINITION
A prerequisite for the development of a geostationary platform system concept is
the identification of missions and payloads suitable for inclusion in the system.
Platform architecture is strongly influenced by payload configuration. If a large
number of moderate size antennas are required, the structure must include many
potential attachment points. Furthermore, the need to support several large
multiple beam reflectors may severely limit structural design options.
Other important considerations are the locations of antennas/sensors and
associated electronic units. Preamplifiers and transmitters need to be close to
feed systems. Units with high heat dissipation must radiate to black space or
be actively cooled by circulating fluids. Antennas radiating very narrow pencil
beams will require high accuracy pointing, and a clear field of view.
Complex payload interconnection networks are needed for power distribution,
command and control, communications, data management, and malfunction
investigation. Payload design is an integral c: srt of platform design and defin-
ition of the overall system concept is completely dependent on the character and
requirements of the payloads selected for inclusion in the platform configuration.
The purpose of this task was to develop a comprehensive set of mission and
payload requirements and present them in a form that would facilitate accomplish-
ment of platform conceptual design.
Task 1 a(Alvities were separated into a sequence of subtasks, as illustrated
in Figure 1-1. The object of this arrangement was to provide an orderly flow of
data and analytical results from which to develop firm bases for mission/payload
selection and allocation.
in the initial phase of Task 1, all missions considered to be potential candidates
for platform installation were ' I entified and cataloged according to origin and
mission function, e.g. , DoD , NASA, communications, observation, technology
experiment, etc. IN'lissions were further grouped in terms of required orientation
and pointing accuracy.
In order to effectively size the payloads required to meet fixed point-to-point
communications .requirements, models of estimated demand for satellite communica-
tions during the years 1990 to 2000 were utilized to determine needed levels of
domestic, regional, and transoceanic transponder capacity. These demand
estimates covered the Americas, Western Europe, the Middle East, arid Africa.
The pr-)jetted capacity levels incorporated voice, data, video distribution, and
video c nferencing services.
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Figure 1- 1. Task Objectives
Preliminary estimates of weight and Dower consumption were developed t'or
communications and noncommunications payloa ds. Thesu estimates were based on
intormation derived from the Input study material and limited discussions with
potential payload sponsors.
The selection of candidate platform geostationary orbit loc^ltions was primarily
based on COmi ►luniCationS user requirements. Two locations were selected. The
location at 1.1.11 1W provides full coverage of North, Central, and South America
for domestic and regional communications. The field of view of the 15°W location
includes Western Europe, the Middle East, and Africa. Thus, location also
duplicat , s coverage: of South America and the Last Coast of North America to
facilitate transoceanic communications.
AIIOCati011 Of COIIl Ill UlliC:1tioI1S and noncommun-i catlons payloads to the two chosen
orbit locations was based Oil user community groupi:lg, balanced sharing of
point-to-point communications traffic capacity , and the requirement for
commonality of platform support equipment.
Primary payload characteristics. such as weight, power, thermal load, orientation
and pointing accuracy were assessed in sufficient detail to permit estimates of
the levels of support required from the platform subsystems.
All data generated and acquired in the performance of Task 1 has been documented.
Relevant information includes payload data sheets, communications traffic models,
link analyses. and summaries of payload characteristics. Data not contained in
the body of the report can be toured in the relevant appendix.
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1 . 1 OBJECTIVES
The objectives of this task are to:
a. Develop full and complete understanding of the individual and collective
geostationary platform mission and payload requirements.
b. Identify and define additional missions that would be compatible with the
platform concept.
c. Further define the missions and payloads selected by NASA as candidates
for inclusion on a platform.
d. Collect, classify, and format all relevant mission /payload requirements data
and document the material in easy reference form.
e. Coordinate payloads with platform locutions in accoedance with mission
function and timing requirements.
1.2 INPUT DATA
Preliminary data oil candidate missions and payloads considered suitable for
inclusion in the geostationary platform configuration were supplied by NASA/
,NiSFC at the commencement of the study program. These data included:
it. Specific requirements to be met by Task 1.
b. Ground rules under which the studies -hould be conducted.
c. 1lidterni reports from the 18/30 Gliz service demand assessment and satellite
communication system studies.
d. Midterm reports from the geostationary platform mission and payload require-
ments, and system feasibility studies.
e. Preliminary di)ta on environmental sensin g missions.
f. Preliminary data on DoD platform related missions.
A detailed listing ofd input data is given in Table 1- 1.
The ground rules for mission /payload Lonsideration in terms of' allocation,
priority, and time phasing were agreed as follows:
,i. Communication payloads to be prim iry and nonconlmunlcation payloads
secondarl , in priority of consideration.
b. Candidate payloads to be allocated to specific platform locations and time
phased as appropriate.
c. Definition and analysis of platform support requirements at each location.
First consideration to be given to communication payloads, followed by an
assessment of the impact of accommodating; the noncommunication payloads.
d. A ininimum of two operational platform locations to be considered. These
locations must meet the needs of the United .Mutes, Central America, South
America, and Western Europe.
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e. Commonality of equipment between subsystems Elements and payloads to be
a design goal.
f. Maximum use to be made of existing and projected technology for the time of
frame of interest .
Table 1 1. Inpu Data
A. Marshall Space Flight Center
1. Interim and Final Reports, Geostationary Platform Mission and Payload
Requirements Study NASA/NISI-'C Contract NASS 33?26 to COMSAT
Corporation ( 1970)
9. Interim .tad Final Reports, Geostationary Platform Feasibility Study
NASA/MSFC Contract NAS8-33881 to Aerospace Corporation (1979)
Preliminary Data on Candidate Science Pavio,
4. Preliminary Data oil 	 Environmental Observation Payloads
5. Preliminary Data oil
	 DoD Payloads
6. Final Report, Geostationary Platform User Requirements NASA/IMSFC
Work Order H-3430B to Baker Development Corp. ( 1978)
13. NASA Hq. Office of Communications Program
1. Final Report, Large Communication Platforms Versus Smaller Satellites
NASA!HQ Contract NASW-3913 to Future Systems, Inc. ( 1.979)
9. Final Report, Application of Advanced On-Board Processing; Concept,"
to Future Satellite Conimunicittions Svstenns, NASA/LERC Contract
F19698-79-C-0001 to the MITRE Corporation ( 1079)
3. Final Report, 30/30 GHz Mixed User Architecture Development Study,
NASA/LERC Contract NAS3-01933 to TRW Space Systems Division (1979)
4. Interim and Final Reports, 18/30 Gliz Fixed Communications Systems
Service Demand Assessment, NASA/LERC Contract. NAS 3 831505 to
Western union Telegraph Co. ( 1979)
5. Interim and Final Reports, 30/90 GIIz Fixed Communications Systems
Service Demand Assessment, NASA/LERC Contract NAS3 91366 to
U.S.  Telephone and Telegraph Corp. ( 1079)
6. Interim and Final Reports, 18 and 30 GHz Fixed Service Communication
Satellite Svstern Study, NASA/LERC Contract NAS3-21.367 to Fiuc;hes
Space and Communications Group ( 1979)
7. Interim and Final Reports, Concepts for- '18%30 GHz Satellite Commulni
ration System Stud y . NASA!LERC Contract NAS3-91369 to Ford
Aerospace and Communications Corp. ( 1979)
I
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In addition to the mission and payload data supplied by MSFC , pro eeted
satellite traffic models were received f ront 	 and Future Systems, Inc.
These models provided estimates of demand for satellite communications in the
regions surrounding the Atlantic Ocean.
Additional input data were acquired and generated during the course of 'Cask 1
as the need for additional material became apparent.
1.3 MISSION AND PAYLOAD IDENTIFICATION
A wide range of candidate missions and payloads has been identified from the
input data supplied by NASA anti DoD. A representative listing of 71 missions
with their sponsors is shown it, Table 1-2. The twelve operational communica-
tions missions here defined in the COMSAT and Aerospace studies. Data on
the environ metital observation missions and the RF interferometer were provided
by NASA/i11SFC. The experimental 30/20 Gliz payload is being developed by
N ASA /LeRC .
Thirty-nine DoD space science and technology demonstration payloads were
identified from the joint discussions of GDC , NASA, and Air Force Space Division.
Information on fourteen additional space science payloads was provided by NASA
HQ. Not all of these payloads need or call 	 from location on it geostation-
ary platform. Some are r.ot suited due to incompatibility, others present hazards
to other payloads. Table 1-3 lists those payloads considered unsuitable with
comments oil the reasons for deletion.
A set of data sheets that contain currently available mission and payload infor
mation forms plirt of this report.
1.4 REQUIRfIME' dTS DEFINITION
Three separate aspects of requirements definition were addressed during this
phase of the study. Our basic approach was to consider 1) the basic user
needs and concerns and relate them to the arrays of candidate missions and
payloads identified in the previous section, 2) the specialized physical,
electrical, and integration characteristics of each payload, and 3) the nature
and degree of platform support needed to ensure satisfactory mission
performance.
'nic op^imum mission concept and platform configuration is a compromise between
user requirements and system capabilities. The results of Some exploratory
discussions with organizations interested in the geostationary platform concept
are shown in Table 1-4. During the course of the study, efforts were made to
address some of the listed concerns. Social considerations were addressed
through development of credible traffic.' models and identificaition of needed and
potentially profitable servicas. An effort was made to ensure that all listed
technical and economic concerns were included rn the platform configuration
trade studies.
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Table 1-2. Candidate Missions
Payload
No. Mission / Payload Sponsor
1 Direct to User (DTU)1
Domestic and Regiona.1 Trunking
3 TV Distribution
4 Tracking and Data Relay
5 Educ.,tional TV NASA
G Direct to home TV (Aerospace and
7 Air Mobile COr.ISAT Studies)
8 Sea Mobile
9 Ltmd Mobile
10 Transoceanic Trunking
11 !ntersatellite Links
1 ° Data Collection
17 Lightning Mapper NASA /OSS
18 System 85 VISSR Atmospheric Sounder
19 Visual and IR Radiometer Severe Storm NASA/MSFC
30 Microwave Radiometer	 }Research I
26 E:rperimental 30/20 GHz System NASA/I eRC
?7 RF Interferometer NASA/11SFC
31 DAISP Data Relay
32 Advanced OLS Cloud Imager
33 Materials Exposure/Unrecovered
34 ACOSS /HALO Demonstration
35 HAW Mirror Control Experiment
36 Advanced Onboard Si6rnal Processor
37 Fulsed Plasma Millipound Thruster
38 Aerosol and Cloud Height Sensor
39 Solar Flare Monhor
40 Solar Flare Isotope Monitor DoD
41 Energetic Proton Heavy Ion Sensor
42 Global UV Radiance
43 Magnetic Substorm Monitor
44 Charged Particle Monitor
45 Materials Expos tire /Recoveiy
46 Solar UV Irradi,mice
47 Cosmic Rav Monitor
48 Mini- IIALO
49 11SP
50 Space Based Radar
SynOn01110l1S with "Customer Premise Services" (CPS)
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Table 1-2. Candidate Missions, Contd
11
Payload
No.	 Mission / Payload
51	 Cryogenic IR Radiator
52	 BOSS Evaluation
53	 GEMINI Evaluation
54	 E11F System
55	 Aircraft Laser Relay
56	 Fiber Optics Demonstration
57	 Space Sextant Demonstration
58	 Passively Damped Structure
59	 Thermally Stable Structure
60	 ECCN1 Processing TDMA (Subset of 54)
61	 Lasercom Space to Ground
63	 Enhanced IR Emissions
63	 AIRGLOW Far-UV Radiometers
64	 Particle Beam Emission System
65	 Particle Beam Ionospher ; c Effects
66	 Particle Beam Plasma Precipitation
67	 Dynamic Power System
68	 Battlefield Illumination
69	 Battlefield Cloud/Fog Dissi_p_ition
71	 Optical Telescope
73	 Particle Beam Injection
73	 Chemical Release Module
7^	 Plasma Diagnostics
75	 Spectrometric Observatory
76	 Interferometer /Photometer
77	 IR Occultation Instrument
78	 Cryogenically Cooled Limb Scanner
79
	 Low Light Television
30	 Plasma Wave Injection
81	 Microwave Sounder
82	 Soft X-ray Telescope
83	 Hard _X-ray Telescope
84	 Bistatic Forward Scatter Radar
Sponsor
0oD
ASA /OSS
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Table 1-3.	 Deleted Missions
No. ;Mission/Payload Comment
35 HALO Mirror Control Experiment Technical Objectives Met
by :Mission #53
36 Advanced On-Board Signal Processor Incorporated in Mission a53
37 Pulsed Plasma Thruster Candidate Platform Subsystem
45 Materials Exposure (Recovered) Low Earth Orbit Preferred
46 Solar UV Irradiance Low Earth Orbit Preferred,
Need Frequent Recalibration
47 Cosmic Ray Monitor Low Earth Orbit Preferred,
Incompatible
48 ;Mini kiALO Precursor to Mission #53
49 MSP Precursor to Mission #53
i	
50 Space Based Radar Requires Dedicated Satellite
S7 Space Sextant Candidate for 1985
Demonstration
58 Passively Damped Structure Candidate Platform Subsystem
59 Thermally Stable Structure Candidate Platform Subsystem
60 ECCM Processing TDAIA Subset of ;Mission #54
61 Lasercom Requires Hip hly Elliptical
Orbit
63 Enhanced IR Emissions Requires Shuttle Support
'	 63 AIRGLOW for UV Radiometers Requires Low Earth Orbit
64 Particle Beam Emission 11171 and Space Charging
Hazard
65 Particle Beam Effects RFI and Space Charging
Hazard
I
66 Particle Beam Plasma Effects RFI and Space Charging
Hazard
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Table 1-3. Deleted Missions, Contd
No.
67
68
69
7?
74
80
Mission /Payload
Dynamic Power System
Battlefield Illumination
Cloud and Fog Dissipation
Particle Beam Injection Facility
Plasma Diagnostic Satellite
Plasma Wave Injection
Comment
Radioactive Hazard
Requires Dedicated Satellite
Requires Dedicated Satellite
RFI Hazard
Related to Mission #72
Related to Mission #73
1.4.1 MISSION/PAYLOAD GROUPINGS. To facilitate requirements analysis,
missions and payloads were functionally grouped according to mission application,
Table 1-5. The ordering of the groups also reflects priority of consideration.
The criteria used for determining the order included: social benefit , return on
investment, importance to national security, and degree of public support.
Communication missions already have a high degree of acceptance and public
support and can provide a substantial return on investment. Observational
missions can have important applications to military security and public welfare
but limited financial returns. The benefits of scientific experiments and tech-
nology demonstrations are generally long term with no immediate social or
economic benefit.
:Missions and payloads were also grouped according to orientation requirements.
A geostationary platform will normally be oriented toward the earth to accommo-
date its primary mission of earth/space communications.
In Table 1-6, candidate missions and payloads are categorized by orientation
requirements. Earth oriented mission groups include: communications, environ-
mental observation, position location, and data relay. Sun and outer space
oriented missions need autonomous tracking mechanisms that can follow the
designated targets.
Many candidate payloads have very precise pointing requirements. It is generally
difficult to control platform attitude to better than 70.1°. Payloads requiring
tighter tolerances must be individually stabilized. Table 1-7 indicates the levels
of pointing accuracy required by the various payload groups.
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Table 1-5. :Mission Functional Classification with Payloads
1. Point-to-Point Communications
Direct to User Networks (No. 1)
Domestic and Regional Trunking (No. 2)
Transoceanic Trunking (No. 10)
Interplatform Links (No. 11)
2. Broadcast and Relay
TV Distribution (No. 3)
Tracking and Date Relay (No. 4)
Educational TV (No. 5)
Direct to Home TV (No. G)
Data Collection (No. 12)
3. ;Mobile Communications
Air Mobile (No. 7)
Sea :Mobile (No. 8)
Land Mobile (No. 9)
4. Environmental Observations
Lightning Mapper (No. 17)
VISSR atmospheric Sounder (No. 18)
Visual and IR Radiometer (No. 19)
Microwave Radiometer (No. 20)
5. RF Interferometer (No. 27)
G.	 30/20 Gl-iz Communications (No. 26)
7. DoD Communications
DMSP Data Relay (No. 31)
EHF System (No. 54)
Aircraft Laser Relay (No. 55)
8. DoD Earth Observation
Advanced OLS Cloud Imager (No. 32)
Aerosol and Cloud Height Sensor (No, 38)
Global UV Radiance (No. 42)
BOSS Evaluation (No. 52)
9. DoD Solar Observation
Solar Flare Monitor (No. 34)
Solar Flare Isotope Monitor (No. 40)
Energetic Proton Heavy Ion Sensor (No. 41)
Charged Particle Monitor (No. 44)
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Table 1-5. ;Mission Functional Classification with Payloads, Contd
10. DoD Passive Exposure
Material Exposure (No. 33)
!Magnetic Substorm Monitor (No. 43)
Fiber Optics Demonstration (No. 56)
11. DoD Technology Demonstrations
ACOSS /HALO (No. 34)
Advanced On-Board Signal Processor (No. 53)
Cryogenic IR Radiator (No. 51)
GEMINI Evaluation (No. 53)
12. NASA/OSS Sp:;.ce Science Experiments
Cryogenically Cooled Limb Scanner
(No. 78)
Soft X- Ray Telescope (No. 82)
Bard l"-Ray Telescope (No. 83)
13. NASA/OSS Earth Observation
Optical Telescope (No. 71)
Chemical Rclease Module (No. 73)
Spectrometric Observatory (No. 75)
Interferometer/Photometer (No. 75)
IR Occultation Instrument (No. 77)
Low Light Television (No. 70)
Microwave Sounder (No. 81)
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Table 1-6. Mission Orientation
Mission Group
Point-to-Point Communications
(except Interplatform Links)
Broadcast and Relay
;Mobile Communications
Environmental Observations
RF Interferometer
30/20 GH z Communications
DoD Earth Observation
NASA/OSS Earth Observaticr.
DoD Solar Observation
NASA/OSS Space Science Experiments
DoD Technology Demonstrations
DoD Passive Exposure
Orientation
Earth Pointing
Space Pointing
Table 1-7. Mission Pointing Accuracy Requirements
;Mission Group	 Pointing Accuracy
Environmental Observations	 <0. 00030
NASA/OSS Space Science
DoD Communications	 <0.001°
DoD Earth Observation
DoD Technology Demonstrations	 <0.01°
Point-to-Point Communications
Broadcast and Relay
Motile Communications
DoD Solar Observation	 -1.00
DcD Passive Exposure	 T
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.4.2 'TRAFFIC MODEL DEVELOPMENT. The power and weight requirements
of the hied point -to-Potnt communication payloads are directly dependent on
estimates of future traffic demand. To make such estimates, it is necessary to
develop traffic models based on economic and demographic projections. Models
must be developed on a country- by- country basis using forecasts of domestic,
regional, and intercontinental communication requirements. The standard
approach is to analyze trends in population growth and distribution and combine
the data with forecasts of local and worldwide economic conditions. Population
densities provide an indication of potential demand for communications, while
the economic data in(- ;.care ':,e extent to which the potential may be realize(!.
The demand data thus developed must be further analyzed to determine the
proportion that is subject to capture by satellite systems.
Parallel studies of the market for telecommunications services in the United states
were recently completed by Western Union and the International Telephone ,rd
Telegraph Corporation. The studies were sponsored by the NASA Lewis hesearch
Center in Cleveland. In the cc lrse of ti—se studies, projections were made of:
f;eographica, distribution of traffic, traffic volume as a function of urban area
size, and forecast traffic demand.
The demand for voice, data, and video services was forecast for the period from
1980 to 2000. Two types of forecast were made: 1) a baseline forecast predicated
on an orderly growth of present servicea , and 3) an impacted baseline forecast
modified by possible events such as wid ,;spread adoption of fiber optics tech-
nology and replacement of business travel by video conferences. In both cases,
assessments were made of the amount of traffic subject to capture by satellite
facilities. Preliminary estimates indicated a need for approximately 1100 standard
satellit.: transponders in orbit over the U.S. by the year 2000. This figure was
consistent with capture percentages of 25, 60, and 60 for voice, 'Video, and data
traffic respectively.
Similar traffic forecasts were developed for NASA headquarters Office of Commu-
nication 7ro6rrams by Future Systems, Inc. "These forecasts differed in that they
also covered forecasts for Atlantic Ocean RWion international traffic.
It should be noted that the numbers quoted here and in the traffic models Fire
sensitive to a number of variables, including: 1) fiber optics technology used
as it means to extend satellite trunking	 to users; 2) fiber optics compe-
tition for long--haul trc_nsrnission; 3) increasing sophistication of voice and
video encoding equipment; 4) growth of packet switching as it affects efficiency
of data transmission; and 5) impact of the energy shortage on business travel.
Future Systems, Inc. , provided a substantial portion of the basic data and
computer analyses used by Western Union and ITT and were also subcontractors
to INTELSAT for international and foreign domestic satellite traffic projections.
Because of their specialized knowledge in this area, FSI was asked to provide
suppurt to GDC in Task 1 by developing point-to-point satellite traffic projection
models for the Americas, Western Europe, the Missile East. and Africa.
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The model projections developed by FSI include forecasts for the basic voice,
data, and video communication services. New and specialized services such as
electronic mail video conferencing, electronic banking, etc., were also considered.
Traffic demand is routinely expressed in number of two-way voice circuits. A
str , 'ard 40 MHz bandwidth satellite transponder can accommodate up to 1000 one-
wt . oice circuits, 2 video transmissions, or 64 megabits of data. Thus, for the
purpose of sizing communication payloads, it is convenient to express satellite
traffic demand in numbers of equivalent 40 MHz transponders.
Conservative traffic projections based on current foi!ecasts by telephone and
telegraph agencies and common carrier organizations indicate a substantial
increase in demand for satellite services by the year 2000. The five-year increases
from 1990 to 2000 fur the regions surrounding the Atlantic Ocean are shown in
Table 1-8. The region designated Atlantic refers to East-West and West.-East
interco •,itirental commun ications.
	 ilght be expected, demand is highest in the
developed regions of North Ameri uiid Western Europe. Even with conservative
rates of growth, either hemisphere will require well over 1000 transponders in
orbit by the year 2000. These estimates make only a small allowance for the
growth of new services. One area of communications which may experience
spectacular expansion before the end of the century is video conferencing.
Travel will become increasingly more expensive and inconvenient if the energy
shortage continues and oil prices maintain their steep climb. There will be
pressure for a reduction in government and business travel and more reliance on
communication. This trend will increase the demand for efficient, economical
and wideband communication links for telephony, facsimile transmission, and
video conferencing. A combination of fiber optic technology, digital switching,
and geoplatform communications can provide an integrated system of worldwide
los,
 cost wide band communications.
Table 1-8.	 Projected Voice, Data and Video Traffic in Equivalent
40 MHz Transpoi,ders, Nominal Traffic Model
Region 1990 1995 2000
North and Central. America 550 700 870
South America 120 200 310
Western Furope 440 570 690
Middle East 130 220 320
Africa 40 60 100
Atla;itic 160 240 480
Totals 1440 1990 2770
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Since video conferencing can be considered as a substitute for travel, it is
legitimate to use airline passenger statistics as a basis on which to forecast
video conferencing requirements. Video conferenceing traffic estimates were
made by FSI under the following assumptions: 5 percent of North American
business air travel to be replaced by video conferencing in 1990. This factor
will increase to 10 percent by the year 2000. Corresponding factors for the
other regions are 1 percent in 1990 and 3 percent in 2000. The expected median
demand for video conferencing based on this model is shown in Table 1-9. A
further assumption is that 6 one-way video transmissions can be accommodated in
a 40 MHz bandwidth. Note that the video conferencing estimates far exceed the
demand for traditional services. This aspect of the model is highly controversial
and dependent on a substantial reduction in video conferencing costs.
Table 1-9. Projected Video Conferencing Traffic in Equivalent
40 MHz Transponders
Region 1990 1995 2000
North and Central America 1470 2740 4270
South America 70 170 300
Western Europe 300 770 1270
Middle East 70 170 300
Africa -- 20 40
Atlantic 50 100 300
Totals
	
1960	 3970	 6480
The requirements listed in Table 1-8 were designated as the "nominal traffic
model" to reflect their conservative nature, A "high traffic model" was also
developed by adding half of the video conferencing traffic to the nominal
traffic model, Table 1-10.
A detailed discussion of the geographically distributed traffic requirements and
the population data from which they were derived is given in Appendix A. A
preliminary analysis of video conferencing requirements over the same period
(FSI report) is also provided, Appendix B.
1. 1.3 PLATFORM LOCATIONS. Selection of locations for geostationary plat-
forms is dependent on a number of factors. One must consider number and size
of payloads, service areas, platform size, transportation costs, available orbit
locations, equipment commonality, operating agencies, and user communities.
Since a geostationary platform is inherently multimission and multipurpose, its
location will be a compromise between the conflicting requirements of the various
payloads. If platforms are located to serve specific regions, e.g., North America,
South America, Western Europe, Atlantic. Africa, etc. , each platform will have a
different orbit location. However, the wide variations in traffic demand and
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Table 1-10. Projected Voice, Video, Data and Video
Conferencing Traffic
Transponders, High
in Equivalent
Traffic Model
40 MHz
Region 1990 1995 2000
North and Central America	 2020 3440 5140
South America 190 370 610
Western Europe 740 1340 1960
Middle East 200 390 620
A frica 40 80 140
Atlantic	 210	 340	 780
Totals	 3400	 5980	 9250
communication payloads support requirements will cause the platforms to differ
substantially in power and weight characteristics (compare Western Europe and
Africa) . A more desirable approach is to equalize platform physical characteris-
tics by choosing service areas with approximately similar traffic demands.
Regions listed in Table 1-8 and 1-10 have been consolidated into two groups
designated Western Hemisphere and Atlantic respectively. The corresponding
traffic demand forecasts are combined accordingly, Table 1-11. Total traffic
projections for the Americas are roughly comparable with those forecast for
Africa, Western Europe, and the Middle East. Two separate orbital locations
were chosen to provide coverage of these two regional groups. Figures 1-2 and
1-3 show coverage corresponding to an earth station antenna elevation of 50.
The field of view for a platform located at 110 1W, as shown in Figure 1-2, covers
the Western Hemisphere with the exception of the Canadian far north and the
northwest tip of Alaska. The field of view for a platform located at 15 0W, Fig-
ure 1-3, covers Western Europe, Africa, the Middle Fast, South America, and
the east coast of North America. The overlap between the two coverage patterns
is designed to facilitate integration of domestic, regional, and transoceanic
communications. Selection of these orbital locations takes advantage of the
natural community of interest within the two groupings, and assists in the
equalization of payload weight and power requirements. The physical character-
istics of the platforms to be placed at these locations have yet to be determined.
Their size and number will be a function of Shuttle and orbital transfer vehicle
(OTV) payload capabilities, overall transportation costs, and mission require-
ments. In the event the payloads are divided amongst a number of smaller
platforms, the need to maximize equipment commonality and provide for platform
interchangeability will remain.
The nominal traffic model was the primary driver in orbital location selectioli.
Inclusion of the video Conferencing projections is likely to change the overall
traffic distribution but should not affect coverage requirements.
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fTable 1-11. Multiregional Traffic in Equivalent 40 MHz
Transponders for the Year 2000
Nominal
	
High*
Area	 Traffic Model	 Traffic Model
Western Hemisphere — 110°W	 1180	 5750
(includes North, Central,
and South America)
Atlantic — 15 0W	 1590	 3500
(includes Western Europe,
Middle East, Africa, and
Transocean)
*Includes Video Conferencing
LONGITUDE
	
W o E 
264,'352.4
Figure 1-2. Western Hemisphere Coverage from 110 1W, 5 0
 Elevation Angle
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C WEST	 LONGITUDE	 ° EAST	 264,352-5
Figure 1-3. Atlantic Region Coverage from 15 0W, 50 Elevation Angle
1.4.4 PAYLOAD ARCHITECTURE. The majority of the missions listed in
Table 1-5 can be served by payloads that are not significantly affected by
changes in the ground segment. The characteristics of the NASA and DoD
payloads are determined primarily by the natu7e of the mission and the type of
information required. The NASA and DoD missions are observational or experi-
mental and payload architecture is determined by data output requirements,
instrument sensitivity, and payload environment. Except for experimental
communicatioYZS payloads, output data will most likely be transmitted via the
platform TT&C system or relayed through one of the point-to-point operational
communications payloads.
The architecture of the eleven operational communications payloads is strongly
influenced by the amount and character of the traffic to be handled. The fixed
point-to-point communications payloads must be designed to meet the require-
ments of the traffic models described in Section 1.4.2. In this case the archi-
tecture is determined by coverage, bandwidth, power density, and ground
segment characteristics. TV distribution and broadcast payload architecture
are governed primarily by number of video channels needed and service area
4
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coverage. The majority of the ground stations are low cost receive-only units
whose number and distribution have limited impact on payload architecture.
Mobile communications payload architecture is relatively simple due to the small
number of narrow band channels and the low level of traffic. Projections for
aeronautical and maritime communications traffic are given in Appendix A.
Estimated channel requirements are several orders of magnitude less than for
fixed satellite communications. For data collection and relay payloads, the archi-
tecture depends on the amount of data to be handled and the number and
frequency of accesses. The architecture of the TV, mobile communications, and
data relay payloads is described in the final reports of the COMSAT and
Aerospace studies. Summaries of payload primary characteristics are provided
by the payload data sheets contained in Appendix E.
The fixed point-to-point communications payloads have been found to make the
heaviest demands on platform weight and power support capabilities. The
approach to point-to-point communications payload architecture is based on the
recommendations contained in the report on the Geostationary Platform Feasibility
Study conducted by Dr. Fred Bond of the Aerospace Corporation under contract
to the Marshall Space Flight Center. Two basic types of service are envisioned:
a direct-to-user (DTU) or customer premise service (CPS) system, and a high-
volume trunking ( HVT) system. The existence of two systems provides potential
customers with options that can be related to technical and economic needs.
The architecture outlined above was developed to represent an extreme case in
which all point-to-point services are provided from a single orbital slot, resulting
in the need for highly advanced technology. Follow-on studies will look at
alternative architectures using more than one slot with lesser demands on tech-
nology development.
The DTU or CPS system is bar d on contiguous coverage of the service area and
service to large numbers of widely dispersed small to medium earth terminals
with a range of capacities and transmission rates. The HVT system supplies
coverage to selected high capacity earth terminals located in the vicinity of high
population density urban areas to support and complement the existing
terrestrial plant. Both systems employ dual frequency band operation. DTU
traffic occupies uplink frequencies within the ran- res 14.0 to 14.5 GHz and 27.5
to 28.7 GHz and downlink frequencies in the ranges 11.7 to 12.2 GHz and 17.7
to 18.9 GHz. HVT traffic occupies uplink frequencies in the ranges 5.925 to
6.425 GHz and 28.8 to 30.0 GHz and downlink frequencies in the range of 3.7 to
4.2 GHz and 19.0 to 20.2 GHz. Frequency allocations to specific earth terminals
are based on traffic demand and local atmospheric propagation conditions. In
general, service will be provided at the lower frequency bands with excess
demand to be met by supplementary operation at the higher frequencies.
1.4.4.1 Direct to User System. The basic parameters of the DTU or CPS system
are listed in Table 1-12. The system is designed to provide a maximum capacity
of 1000 standard transponders. Contiguous coverage is provided over populated
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Table 1-12. High Capacity Direct to User Payload Parameters To
Meet Year 2000 Nominal Traffic Model
Operating Frequencies
Description	 14/12 GHz
	
30/20 GHz
Spectrum Bandwidth 500 MHz 1200 MHz
Satellite Antenna Size 6m (3) 4m (3)
Antenna Configuration Offset Cassegrain Offset Cassegrain
with Multiple Feed with Multiple Feed
Array Array
Antenna Weight 100 kg 75 kg
Beamwidth 0.350 0.350
Beam Pointing 0.030 0.030
No. of Beams / Clusters 260 100
Dual Polarization Yes Yes
Transponder Bandwidth 40 MHz 40 MHz
Transponder Power 2 watts 5 watts
No. of Transponders 400 400
Transponders/Beam ( Maximum) 8 20
Transponder DC Power
(Unit /Total) 6/2500 watts 15/6000 watts
Transponder Weight
(Unit /Total) 1.8/900 kg 2.2/1100 kg
Bit Rate per Transponder 64 Mbps 64 Mbps
.Access SS-TDMA / FDMA SS -TDMA/FDMA
Modulation QPSK QPSK
Matrix Switch Size 400 x 400 400 x 400
DC Power 4000 4000
Weight 240 kg 240 kg
Earth Terminal
Antenna Size 4.5 /7m 4.5/7m
Transmit Power 200 watts 200 watts
Noise Temperature 225K 400K
1. Antennas provide contiguous spot beam coverage of populated areas.
2. Dual frequency or single frequency earth stations can be used.
3. Estimated traffic capacity is 800 equivalent 40 MHz transponders.
4. Higher level ( more bandwidth efficient) modulation may be required in
high density traffic areas.
5. Detailed link analyses are provided in Appendix D.
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areas in North, Central, and South America as shown in Figure 1-4. Adjacent
beams use separate segments of the available spectrum. At Ku-band, the
500 MHz spectrum is split into three 160 MHz subbands. At Ka-band, a 1200 MHz
segment of the available spectrum is split into 400 MHz subbands. A representa-
tive three-frequency plan for CONUS is shown in Figure 1-5. Beams radiating
at the same frequency are spaced 2 beamwidths apart. A minimum of three
multiple beam antennas are provided at Ku-band and also at Ka-band. Beam
patterns are interlaced to minimize side lobe interference and maximize gain at
the beam crossover points.
Traffic distribution for the DTU system is based on population density. An
estimate of population distribution for contiguous cell sizes of approximately
0.35° is shown in Figure 1-6. The highest population concentration is in the
northeast with approximately 8 percent of the total in the cell surrounding tha
New York area. This figure translates into a fore r, 't maximum demand of 28
standard transponders per cell. Assuming use of dual polarization and QPSK
modulation at both Ku and Ka band frequencies, a maximum of 28 transponders
is available to meet this demand.
The contiguous beam configuration tends towards an excess of transponder
capacity in thinly populated areas if a minimum of one transponder per cell is
required. An alternative approach would be to replace groups of fixed beams
by scanning beams tailored to local traffic patterns, and earth terminal distri-
butions. Note that the scanning patterns must be synchronized to TDMA burst
assignments and payload switch timing. Also, if a large number of locations are
scanned by a single beam, a high burst rate is required with a corresponding
increase in ground station complexity and cost. Because of the heavy demand
concentration; NE area earth terminals are likely to be more sophisticated and
expensive than those located in more sparsely populated regions.
1.4.4.2 High Volume Trunking System. The basic parameters of the HVT system
are listed in Table 1-13. This system is also designed to provide a maximum
capacity of 1000 standard transponders. Its purpose is to connect a limited
number of terminals located at points of high traffic concentration. The key
objective is to provide full frequency reuse to designated urban centers within
the coverage areas specific to the Western Hemisphere and Atlantic orbital
locations. Both C-band and Ka-band frequency spectrum allocations are utilized
via 0.35 0 spot beams. In most cases beam separation is sufficient to permit full
frequency reuse. In areas with closely spaced urban centers (less than two
beamwidths) frequency subbands are allocated to adjacent or overlapping beams.
Beams utilize single or dual polarization depending on capacity needs. Wideband
transponders are employed to accommodate high burst rate transmissions from
the earth segment. Additional capacity in high density areas is provided by
going to higher level modulation schemes. A summary of capacity levels as a
function of frequency band, polarization, and modulation is shown in Figure 1-7.
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U.S.	 l lu
MEXICO
	
40
CENTRAL AMERICA 16
SOUTH AMERICA	 60
TOTAL	 260	 264,352.6
Figure 1-4. DTU Coverage, Western Hemisphere
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Table 1-13. High Volume Trunking Payload Parameters To Meet
Year 2000 Nominal Traffic Model
Operating Frequency
Description
	
6/4 GHz	 30/20 GHz
Spectrum Bandwidth
Satellite Antenna Size
Antenna Configuration
Antenna Weight
Beamwidth
Beam Pointing
No. of Beams
Dual Polarization
Transponder Bandwidth
Transponder Power
No. of Transponders
Transponders/Beam (Maximum)
Transponder DC Power
( Unit/Total)
Transponder Weight
(Unit/Total)
Bit Rate per Transponder
Access
Modulation
Matrix Switch Size
DC Power
Weight
Earth Terminal
Antenna Size
Transmit Power
Noise Temperature
500 MHz
15m
Centerfed Cassegrain
with Multiple Feed
Array
100 kg
0.35°
0.03°
65
Yes
160 MHz
1.0 watts
125
6
3/400 watts
2.2/275 kg
256 illbps
SS-TDMA-1:DMA
QPSK / 16 APSK
125 x 125
250 watts
30 kg
12m
50 watts
174K
1200 MHz
4m
Offset Cassegrain
with Multiple Feed
Array
30 kg
0.35°
0.03°
35
Yes
200 MHz
10 watts
100
12
30/3000 watts
2.7/270 kg
256 Mbps
SS-TDMA /FDMA
QPSK / 16 APSK
100 x 100
200 watts
30 kg
12m
300 watts
478K
1. Antennas provide individual spot beams pointed at major traffic nodes that
generally correspond with major urban centers. Beams are spaced at least
two beamwidths apart to permit full frequency reuse.
2. Estimated traffic capacity is 800 equivalent 40 MHz transponders.
3. Weather outages at 30/20 GHz are compensated by site diversity.
4. Higher level modulation required in very high &nsity traffic areas.
5. Detailed link analyses are provided in Appendix D.
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OPSK MODULATION
	 OPSK MODULATION	 16 LEVEL MODULATION
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20	 20
	
40	 40
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NOTE: BEAMS MAY TOUCH, OVERLAP, OR SUPERIMPOSE DEPENDING ON NUMBER OF EARTH
TERMINALS TO BE COVERED AND DEGREE OF FREQUENCY REUSE REQUIRED.
264.352.9
Figure 1-7. High Volume Trunking Payload Frequency Band and
Capacity Distribution
A proposed multiple-beam, high-volume trunking coverage pattern for the
Western Hemisphere is shown in Figure 1-8. C-band coverag, from the 15-meter
antenna would be provided at all the indicated locations with supplementary
coverage at Ka-band, as required by traffic demand.
CONUS presents the most difficult coverage problems in the Western Hemisphere
because of the high population density and concentration of urban centers in
the northeast. Table 1-14 shows the i-affic distribution in standard trans-
ponders for the 25 largest cities in the U.S. (representing 32 percent of the
total population) . The cities are ranged in order of population. Traffic require-
ments are proportional to the number of circuits over 500 miles long.
Table 1-15 shows the same 25 cities grouped geographically. There are four
groups of cities that are too close to rely on frequency reuse through spatial
separation of the beams. In these cases, the frequency bands must be split
into subbands and dual polarization must be used to provide the required
isolation. The most difficult case is the northeast corridor, from Boston to
Washington, D.C.
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Figure 1-8. HVT Coverage, Western Hemisphere
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Table 1-14. High Volume Trunking Traffic Distribution Over CON US
Cities in Order	 Estimate of Sl;andard
- of Population Density	 Transponders Required
1. New York 75
2. Los Angeles 54
3. Chicago 31
4. Philadelphia 21
5. Detroit 23
6. San Francisco 19
7. Washington, D. C. 12
8. Boston 1.2
9. Pittsburgh 12
10. St. Louis 12
11. Baltimore 10
12. Cleveland 10
13. Houston 10
14. Minneapolis 9
15. Dallas 9
16. Seattle 8
17. Anaheim 6
18. Milwaukee 6
19. Atlanta 6
20. Cincinnati 6
21. San Diego 5
22. Buffalo 5
23. Miami 6
24. Kansas City 5
25. Denve, 5
1-2j"
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Figure 1-9 shows one possible scheme for meeting the 20 year projected demand
within the NE corridor. The beam footprints are for 0.35° beams from a plat-
form at 1100W. The matrix accompanying each footprint indicates what specific
frequency subbands and polarizations are used within that beam. The modulation
scheme is also indicated, as well as the total number of equivalent transponders
within the beam. For each of the major trunking modes within the corridor, the
projected traffic demand is indicated, followed by the capacity of the beams to
which it has access. New York City, for example, is projected to have a require-
ment for 75 equivalent transponders. It lies within four overlapping beams, two
of which have capacities of 56 transponders and two of which have 20. This
gives New York City access to 152 equivalent transponders. The excess
capacity is shared with other cities as shown. Considerable margin for traffic
growth exists. This scheme depends, of course, on foreseeable advances in
technology. Improved linear amplifiers with distortion cancellation will lead to
practical 16-level APSK. Message coding and redundancy will reduce depolariza-
tion and rain fade. Active sidelobe cancellation will improve isolation between
beams spaced about 2 beamwidths apart.
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Figure 1-9. Meeting HVT Demands of the Northeast Corridor
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1.4.4.3 Video Conferencing Services. As evidenced by the data in Tables 1-8
and 1-9, the impact of an expanding market for long-haul video :-^referencing
services could substantially increase point-to-point communications pay'nad
capacity requirements. The demand would be greatest in the developed areas of
North America with as much as a 5-fold increase in traffic. To meet these
requirements, some changes to the baseline DTU and HVT payload architectumg
are proposed. It is assumed that the geographical characteristics of the nominal
and high traffic models will be similar.
Tables 1-16 and 1-17 show the degree of payload upgrading needed to meet
Western Hemisphere projected video conferencing requirements. Beamwidths
have been reduced to 0. 10 0 to meet the need for a substantial increase in ,
capacity. Fixed and scanning spot beams are employed to ensure comprehensive
and flexible coverage of both high density and thin route traffic. Earth station
parameters are assumed to stay fairly constant with traffic growth to take
advantage of the economics of large scale production.
1.4.4.4 Technology Requirements. Implementation of the communications
payloads discussed in the previous sections will require significant state-of-the-
art advances in a number of highly technological areas. These areas include:
a. Large aperture multiple beam frequency reuse antennas.
b. Large spaceborne switching/processing complexes.
c. High capacity interplatform links.
d. On-board signal regeneration and processing.
Two basic types of payload system configuration are likely to be employed.
Figure 1-10 shows the baseline concept for a high volume trunking system. Each
uplink beam carries an RF signal modulated with TDMA burst rates in the range
of 240 Mbps to 320 Mbps. The bit streams are demodulated and processed to
identify message destinations. Data from the received bit streams are switched
to the appropriate downlinks by the baso band switch matrix. The switch is
programmed to interconnect given receive and transmit beams in accordance
with a prearranged time and duration pattern. This pattern can be altered as
required by the controlling ground station. Transmitted bit streams are
modulated onto downlink carriers using burst rates similar to those on the
uplinks. The principal requirement on a high volume trunking payload is
maximum throughput between a limited number of high density traffic nodes
serving complex terrestrial local distribution networks. This requirement implies
numbers of well isolated narrow spot beams with full frequency reuse capability
connected to wideband regenerative receivers and transmitters via a large
baseband matrix switch cap-ble of nanosecond switching times and controlled
by a high speed logic operating system.
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Table 1-16. High Capacity Direct-to-User Payload Parameters To Meet
Year 2000 High Traffic Model
Operating Frequency
Description	 14/12 GHz	 30/20 GHz
Spectrum Bandwidth 500 MHz 1200 MHz
Satellite Antenna Size 20m 10m
Antenna Configuration Centerfed Cassegrain Offset Cassegrain
with Phased Array Feed with Phased Array
Feed
Antenna Weight 200 kg 100 kg
Beamwidth 0.10 0.10
Beam Pointing 0.010 0.010
No. of Beams TBD TBD
Dual Polarization Yes Yes
Transponder Bandwidth 40 MHz 40 MHz
Transponder Power 2 watts 5 watts
No. of Transponders 500 500
Transponders/Beam (Maximum) 8 20
Transponder DC Power
( Unit/Total) 6/3000 watts 20/ 10,000 watts
Transponder Weight
( Unit Total) 2/1000  kg 2.2 / 1100 kg
Bit Rate per Transponder 128 Mbps 128 Mbps
Access SS-TDMA/FDMA SS-TDMA/FDMA
Modulation 16 Level APSK/QPSK 16 Level APSK/QPSK
Matrix Switch Size 500 x 500 500 x 500
DC Power 4000 watts 4000 watts
Weight 240 kg 240 kg
Earth Terminal
Antenna Size 4.5/7 4.5/7
Transmit Power 200 watts 200 watts
Noise Temperature 225K 400K
1. Antennas provide a tr?ixture of contiguous spot beams, and scanning beams
to match traffic distribution patterns and provide maximum frequency
reuse.
2. Dual frequency or single frequency earth stations can be used.
3. Estimated traffic capacity is 2000 equivalent 40 MHz transponders.
4. QPS% modulation used where traffic volume does not justify higher levels.
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Table 1-17. High Volume Trunking Payload Parameters To Meet
Year 2000 High Traffic Model
_	 Operating Frequency
Description	 6/4 GHz	 30/20 GHz
Spectrum Bandwidth 500 MHz t200 MHz
Satellite Antenna Size 60m lom
Antenna Configuration Centerfed Cassegrain Offset Cassegrain
with Phased Array with Phased Arra•,
Feed Feed
Antenna Weight 500 kg 100 kg
Beamwidth 0.10 0.10
Beam Pointing 0.010 0.010
No. of Beams TBD TBD
Dual Polarization Yes Yes
Transponder Bandwidth 160 MHz 200 MHz
Transponder Power 1.0 watts 10 watts
No. of Transponders 125 100
Transponders/Beam (Maximum) 6 12
Transponder DC Power
( Unit /Total) 3/500  watts 30/3200 watts
Transponder Weight
(Unit/Total) 2.5/160 kg 3/300 kg
Bit Rate per Transponder 512 Mbps 512 Mbps
Access SS-TDMA/FDMA SS-TDMA/FDMA
Modulation 16 Level APSK/QPSK 16 Level APSK/QPSK
Matrix Switch Size 125 x 125 100 x 100
DC Power 400 watts 400 watts
Weight 30 lcg 30 kg
Earth Terminal
Antenna Size 12m 12m
Transmit Power 50 watts 300 watts
Noise Temperature 147K 478K
1. Antennas provide fixed and scanning spot beams directed at traffic nodes
that generally correspond with urban centers. High density nodes are
served by fixed beams; low density nodes are grouped and served by
scanning beams. Beams are spaced to permit full frequency reuse.
2. Dual or single frequency earth stations can be provided at node locations.
3. Estimated traffic capacity is 2000 equivalent 40 MHz transponders.
4. Weather outages at 30/20 GHz are compensated by site diversity.
5. QPSK modulation used where traffic volume does not justify higher levels.
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Figure 1-10. Baseline Concept for HVT Multiple Beam Circuit Switched
TDMA Communication System
The configuration for a representative DTU (CPS) communications system is
shown in Figure 1-11. In contrast to the HVT system, this approach uses a
combination of TDMA and FDMA. Each uplink beam can serve several groups
of small earth stations. The beam may be fixed ,;,r steerable depending on
traffic density and geographic distribution. Frequency multiplexed TDMA
carriers are received on the uplinks demodulated and temporarily stored in the
input interface buffers. The data is shifted into receiver memories and proces-
sed to determine message destinations. Message data is then transferred to
appropriate transmit stores by a time slot interchange technique similar to that
used in terrestrial digital central offices. Data in the transmit memory is shifted
into the output buffer over a parallel bus interface and formatted into several
TDMA bit streams. The bit streams are modulated onto frequency multiplexed
downlink carriers. The receiving earth stations pick off messages from the
appropriate time slots for delivery to the required destination. The incremental
message delay added by buffering and processing should not exceed 1/10  of the
earth/space propagation delay (25 ms). Voice and picture transmissions are not
noticeably affected.
Since it is desirable to interconnect all communications payloads for maximum
flexibility and path redundancy, a common digital interface and interconnect
bus system should be provided. It is anticipated that most major platform
payloads will employ digital communications. 'Those that do not will require
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Figure 1-11. Baseline Concept for DTU, FDMA/TDMA Satellite Switched
Multibeam Digital Processing Communications System
analog-to-digital conversion units. Data and messages flowing between payloads
will be multiplexed onto data busses via microprocessors that determine destin-
ations and se':ct appropriate time slots. A central computer will control the
peripheral processors and supervise the flow of data to and from the platform
and between payloads. Figure 1-12 shows the approach to interconnection of the
platform payloads in diagrammatic form.
The feasibility of large reflectors ( greater than 10 meters) that can be deployed
accurately to maintain surface shape for a decade of 200°C temperature variations
encountered in space needs to be demonstrated. Large numbers of beams require
complex feed systems with effective side lobe suppression characteristics and
low loss distribution networks. Maintenance of low side lobe response (>30 dB)
at all scan angles within the required field of view is especially important. A
great deal of development work is needed to produce antennas with the kind of
multiple beam performance needed to implement very high capacity communications
payloads.
The use of multibeam antennas leads to a need for on-board switching (with or
without processing) to provide the required connectivity between uplinks and
downlinks. This reed is especially critical for multimission oeostationary
platforms where in addition to intrapayload beam switching there is a require-
ment to interconnect payloads with related missions and functions. These needs
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Figure 1-12. Platform Communications Payload Configuration
will be met by the development of multiport switch matrices. The basic crossbar
and. multistage switch matrix configurations are shown in Figure 1-13. The two
classes of switching matri.: are currently under development; RF/IF switching
and base band switching. In RF switching, the incoming signal is converted to
an IF of 4 to 12 GHz, passed through the switch matrix and reconverted for
downlink transmission. The primary requirements for a microwave switch
matrix are; better than 60 dB path isolation, less than 10 uB insertion loss, and
nanosecond transfer times. A base band switch matrix with similar characteris-
tics would be used in a regenerative transponder system where the incoming
signals are demodulated before switching. The switch could also be part of a
signal processor message routing, error correction, store and forwarding, etc.
Both RF and base band switches will be controlled by distribution control units
(DCUs) designed to provide programmable cyclic sequences stored in memory,
which operate the switch elements in the desired patterns. A remote command
and telemetry link would supply control from the ground. Switching can also
be accomplished directly in the time division mode where incoming data is stored
in a large dynamic memory system and read out at the time appropriate for
transmission to its destination, Figure 1-14. The major areas requiring attention
in switch design are: integration and packaging of switches with large numbers
of ports (> 100 x
 100) to keep weight and size within bounds; development of low
power switching and control elements to limit power consumption; and design for
reliable, long-life operation.
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Figure 1-14. Baseband Processing Systems
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A somewhat less critical but important technology is the development of inter-
platform links to carry traffic between platforms in neighboring and distant
locations. An estimate of interplatform link traffic requirements, prepared by
Future Systems Inc. , is documented in Appendix C. These links can be
implemented at microwave or optical frequencies. A microwave link has already
been demonstrated between the LES 8 and 9 satellites. Very high capacity links
may require the use of optical bandwidths.
Finally, the development of low cost highly reliable earth stations will play a
substantial role in the spread of satellite communications. Ground equipment
development and economics, including maintenance costs, will largely determine
the feasibility of platform missions serving large numbers of earth stations.
Bandwidth compression techniques will also be important in reducing operating
costs and increasing system capacity.
1.4.5 PAYLO AD REQUIREMENTS. Each candidate payload must be defined in
sufficient detail to permit reliable estimation of its primary physical and electrical
characteristics. These data are basic to the design of the supporting platforms
and define the character and level of support to be provided at the interfaces
between payloads and platforms. The characteristics of the fixed point-to-point
communications payloads are directly dependent on traffic demand and coverage
requirements.
The architectures of the DTU and HVT payloads were discussed in detail in the
previous section. Estimates of payload weight and power were made based on
antenna size, number of beams, number of transponders, and the assumption
that traffic demand would be equall,, shared between DTU and HVT services.
Table 1-18 lists the primary characteristics of the twelve operational communica-
tions payloads that include: quantity- and size of antennas, pointing accuracy
limits, operating frequencies, quantity, bandwidth and power of the payload
transponders, and total payload weight and power requirements. Payloads 1,
2, and 10 are designed to meet the demands of the year 2000 nominal traffic
model with some margin for forecasting error.
The remaining payloads are substantially less traffic-sensitive, and their
characteristics are similar to those quoted in the COMSAT study. In some cases,
adjustments 'lave been made to compensate for increased area coverage require-
ments. Payload data are applicable to the Western Hem sphere (110°W) and
Atlantic (15 0W) locations. Note that the DTU and HVT payloads account for
more than 50 percent of the total electrical and mechanical load require ments.
As was shown in Tables 1-16 and 1-17, the DTU and HVT architectures were
upgraded to meet the substantially increased traffic demands of the year 2000
high traffic model. The multiple spot beamwidths were reduced from 0.35 0
 to
0.1 0 . The numbers of beams were increased as needed to maintain contiguous
coverage of populated areas. Where possible, rural areas requiring DTU services
at low traffic levels were assumed. to be served by a group of scanning beams.
The effective capacity of the communications links was substantially increased
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by the use of more bandwidth efficient modulation techniques. Tables 1-19 and
1-20 show the parameters of the high traffic model communications payloads
allocated to the Western Hemisphere and Atlantic locations.
The weight and power requirements of the DTU and HVT payloads at the
Western Hemisphere location are substantially higher than those of the Atlantic
location for the high traffic model. The differential arises from the unbalance
in high traffic model forecasts. Note that the fixed point-to-point communica-
tions payload share of the total has risen to 75 percent for the Western Hemi-
sphere location and 60 percent for the Atlantic location. This variation under-
lines payload sensitivity to differences in traffic demand. Changes in the
characteristics of the other communications payloads reflect increased service
demand and application of more advanced technology.
eayload data for the candidate secondary payloads are listed in Tables 1-21
through 1-24. Payloads in Table 1-21 support environmental observation and
position location missions of considerable interest to the meteorological research
community. The Department of Defense provided the data for the payloads
listed in Table 1-22. The mission of these payloads is to demonstrate advanced
space technology experiments and concepts with potential military applications.
The payload data shown in Table 1-24 was supplied by the NASA Headquarters
Office of Space Science. The primary purpose of these payloads is to support
atmospheric and ionospheric scientific investigations. Each table contmns
those payload parameters considered to have primary effects on platform
configuration and design. Most of the secondary payloads have relatively
modest weight and power requirements. The priority task in platform design is
to accommodate the large fixed point-to-point communications payload. Excess
capability will be used to accommodate selected secondary payloads with flexible
location and orientation requirement.
1.4.6 MISSION /PAYLOAD ALLOCATION. In view of the wide variety of missions
and payloads that can be considered as suitable for installation on a geostationary
platform, it is important to develop an order of priority. The mission categories
to be considered include: communications, earth observation, military and
scientific. These categorie3 were evaluated for priority of candidacy in terms
of social benefit, return on investment, importance to national security, and
degree of public acceptance and support. When these criteria are applied,
communications missions plainly take precedence over the others. Satellite
communications already has a high degree of acceptance and public support; its
social benefits are evident and the return on investment is such that a large
number of commercial organizations have entered the field. The other mission.
categories also contribute important social benefits, but require taxpayer support,
provide intangible returns, and are often short on public acceptance.
Taking account of the above considerations, the candidate missions and payloads
were allocated in accordance with the flow chart . shown in Figure 1•-15. Allocation
was based on mission category, orbital location, and type of traffic model. Earth
observation, military, and scientific missions are secondary to the operational
communications missions. The communications functions to be performed at the
two orbital locations are essentially the same.
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Figure 1-15. Mission/Payload Allocation Ground Rules
Table 1-25 shows the payload allocations for the Western Hemisphere location
with analyses of the weight and power requirements for both the nominal and
high traffic models. Similar data on the payload allocations to the Atlantic
location are given in Table 1-26. Minor differences exist between the two
allocation schemes, e.g. , the sea mobile mission was not included in the Western
Hemisphere list. However, a case could be made for providing a sea mobile
payload at 110 °W to serve shipping in the Eastern Pacific Ocean. Similarly,
the direct-to-home TV mission was omitted from the Western Hemisphere payload
allocation corresponding to the nominal traffic model. Recent developments in
this area suggest that a demand for direct-to-home TV services may materialize
more rapidly than was originally anticipated. Payload weight and power
differentials derive from the contrasting demands of the nominal and high traffic
models and some differences in payload versus technology such as the use of
larger antennas and more complex feed systems.
The secondary payloads listed in Tables 1-21 through 1-24 were allocated to the
Western Hemisphere and Atlantic locations to supplement the communications
payloads and form multipurpose/multidisciplinary con fl. gurations. The communi-
cations plus secondary payload distributions for the two locations are shown in
Tables 1-27 and 1-28. For convenience, the payloads have been partitioned
into functional groups and the weight and power requirements pertaining to
each group are listed in Tables 1-27 and 1-28. The number of each mission is
also listed to facilitate identification. The advanced technology secondary
RN
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Table 1-25. Communications Payload Allocation, Western Hemisphere, 110°W
Nominal Traffic Model	 High Traffic Model
No. Mission
Weight
	
Power
(kg)	 (watts)
Weight
(k g)
Power
(watts)
1 Direct-to-User Network 2,660 18,000 5,760 43,000
2 Domestic and Regional Trunking 830 3,900 1,300 5,200
3 TV Distribution 400 4,000 400 4,000
4 Tracking and Data Relay 330 680 330 680
5 Educational TV 480 400 480 400
6 Direct to Home TV - - 440 2,100
7 Air Mobile 200 1,200 200 1,200
9 Land Mobile 530 4,000
 700 4,000 
11 Intersatellite 100 300 100 300
Data Collection 100 100 100 100
5,630 3?.580 9,770 60,980
Table 1-26. Communications Payload Allocation, Atlantic, 15 0W
Nominal Traffic Model	 High Traffic Model
Weight Power Weight Power
(kg) (watts) (kg) (watts)
2,660 18,000 2,880 21,500
830 3,900 1,300 5,200
400 4,000 400 4,000
330 680 330 680
480 400 480 400
400 2,100 ,300 2,100
200 1,200 200 1,200
400 600 400 60C
530 4,000 700 4,000
100 300 100 300
100 100 100 100
6,430 35,280 7,290 40,080
No.	 Mission
1	 Direct-to-User Network
2 & Domestic and Regional and
10 Transocean Trunking
	
3	 TV Distribution
4 Trucking and Data Relay
5 Educational TV
6 Direct-to-Home TV
	
7	 Air Mobile
	
8	 Sea il9obile
9 Land Mobile
	
11	 Intersatellite
	
12	 Data Collection
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Table 1-27. Communications and Secondary Payload Allocations, Western
Hemisphere, 110 °W
Weight	 Power
Payload Grouping	 Mission No.
	
(kg)	 (watts)
Nominal Traffic Model
Point-to-Point Communications
Broadcast and Relay
Mobile Communications
Environmental/Observation
Military Communications
Earth Observation (DoD)
Passive Exposure (DoD)
Space Science (NASA)
High Traffic Model
Point-to-Point Communications
Broadcast and Relay
Mobile Communications
Environmental /Observation
Military Communications
Earth Observation (DoD)
Passive Exposure (DoD)
Earth Observation (OSS)
High Technology Space
Science (OSS )
1,	 2 3,490 21,900
3,	 4,	 5, 11,	 12 1,410 5,480
7,	 9 730 5,200
17,	 18, 19, 20,	 27 1,250 820
31,	 54, 55 700 1,150
32,	 38, 42,	 52 400 570
33,	 43, 56 30 60
71 1,100 2,000
91110
	
37,280
1, 2 7,060 48,200
3, 4,	 5, 6, 11,	 12 1,810 7,580
7, 9 900 5,200
17, 18, 19, 20,	 27 1,250 820
31, 54, 55 700 1,150
32, 38, 42, 52 400 670
33, 43, 56 Y 60
71, 73, 75, 76, 3,150 4,350
77, '19, 81, 84
78, 82, 83 900 4,500
16,200	 72,530
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Table 1-28. Communications and Secondary Payload Allocations, Atlantic, 15 0W
Weight	 Power
Payload Grouping	 Mission No.	 (kg)	 (watts)
K
Nominal Traffic Model
Point-to-Point Communications
Broadcast and Relay
Mobile Communications
Environmental /Observation
Military Communications
Solar Observation (DoD)
Space Science (OSS )
High Traffic Model
Point-to-Point Communications
Broadcast and Relay
Mobile Communications
Environmental /Observation
Military Communications
Solsir Observation (DoD)
High Technology Surveillance
(DoD)
1, 2,	 10 3,490 21,900
3, 4,	 5, 6,	 11,	 12 11810 7,480
7, 8,	 9 1,130 5,800
17, 18, 27 620 570
31 150 100
39, 40, 41,	 44 130 120
73, 75, 76,	 77, 2,050 2,350
79, 81, 84
9,380 38,320
1, 2,	 10 4,180 26,700
3, 4,	 5, 6,	 11,	 12 1,810 7,580
7, 8,	 9 1,300 5,800
17, 18, 27 620 570
31 150 100
39, 40, 41,	 44 130 120
34, 36, 51,	 53 2,500 3,000
10,690	 43,870
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Western Hemisphere
110°W
Atlantic
15°W
Communications Communications Communications Communications
Only Plus Secondary Only Plus Secondary
High Traffic
^.^ Model
r
Nominal
♦_ '	 Traffic Model
lt j,'WI r ,	 Pwr Pwr Wt	 Pwr
90
80
70
60 Y
50
40 a_
30
20
10
0
264,52.18
18
16
14
Y
0 12
0
Y 10
L
a2 8
6
4
payloads have in general been allocated to the set that serves the high traffic
model. Inclusion of the secondary payload at either orbital location results in
a substantial increase in overall weight and power requirements. Allocation of
the secondary payloads was based on. 1) mission geographic and orientation
requirements; 2) maintenance of rough equivalence in weight and power at the
two locations; and 3) level of technology.
It should be noted that totalling the payload weight and power requirements is
not meant to imply commitment to a single large platform at each location. The
objective is to show the range of candidate payloads, their disciplinary groupings
and the potential impact on platform design. Discussions concerning the
accommodation of these collections of payloads on one or more platforms are not
appropriate to this task. Figure 1-16 presents a diagrammatic summary of the
results of the payload allocation process.
Figure 1-16. Payload Allocation Summary
The communication payloads listed in Tables 1-25 and 1-26 were sized to meet
traffic models developed for the year 2000. Orbiting these payloads on a
geostationary platform or a series of platforms to be launched in the 1990s would
result in a lai• ae surplus of corn. , unications capacity. A more economical approach
would be to orbit increments u f" , ?ie total payload at three year intervals with
sufficient capacity to accommodate the growth in traffic during the ensuing
period. Table 1-29 shows an approach modularizing the communications payloads
into segments with approximately similar weight increments. In order to maintain
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I
full service area coverage and connectivity throughout the incrementation
process, each module would require a full complement of antennas and inter-
module communication links. The immediate effect of modularizing the communi-
cations payloads would be a probable increase in total weight and power require-
ments of 10 percent to 30 percent, depending on the number of modules needed
to provide the required transmission capacity.
1.4.7 PLATFORM SUPPORT REQUIREMENTS. The platform must supply support
functions to the payloads to ensure that they perform correctly and meet their
mission objectives. The subsystems incorporated with the platform to provide
payload support include:
a. Structure.
b. Power supply.
c. 'Thermal control.
d. Attitude control.
e. Command control and telemetry.
f. Prop ulsion .
Each of these subsystems will interface directly or indirectly with the payloads.
The primary payload characteristics of volume, weight, and power directly
affect platform design and structural configuration. Other parameters such as
pointing accuracy, stationkeeping tolerance, and thermal constraints determine
platform attitude control, thermal control, and propulsion subsystem design
requirements. Payload susceptibility to En11 and chemical contamination must
also be considered.
Figure 1-17 shows in diagrammatic form a summary of the platform support
requirements for communication payloads at the Western Hemisphere location.
For payloads sized to meet the nominal traffic model, the platform structure
must accommodate a total of 30 antennas ranging in size from 1.5 to 15 meters.
The power supply must support an average load of 31 kW. Twenty-seven kW
of heat must be dissipated by thermal radiators to maintain payload temperature
ranges between 0 and 40C. The command and telemetry equipment must control
and monitor the status of almost 1409 transponders. Attitude and velocity
control subsystems will be sized to meet basic platform orientation and station-
keeping requirements (i.e., N.1 0 ). Tighter pointing tolerances will require
individual payload stabilization. The proportionately higher requirements of
payloads sized to meet the high traffic model are indicated by the numbers
inside the boxes. Similar platform support requirements data for communications
payloads at the Atlantic location are shown in Figure 1-18. Figures i 3 and
1-20 include the secondary payloads in the support requirements for the Western
Hemisphere and the Atlantic locations. T;ie main impact of the secondary
payloads is a substantial increase in weight, power, and the number of small
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Figure 1-17. Platform Support Requirements, Western Hemisp:1ere
Location, Communications Payloads Only
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Figure 1-18. Platform Support Requirement, Atlantic Location,
Communications Payloads Only
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Figure i-19. Platform Suppovi, Requirements, Western Hen k isphere Location,
Communications and Secondary Payloads
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Communications and Secondary Payloads
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antennas and sensors to be accommodated. A more detailed breakdown of
platform support requirements for the communication payloads at the Western
Hemisphere location is given in Table 1-30, which contains a listing of primary
platform interface data for each of the communications payloads. The list is
intended to be representative rather than exhaustive. In areas such as EMI
and chemical contamination a more detailed definition of payload characteristics
is needed to determine filtering, shielding, and isolation requirements. Although
the major payload power, weight, and waste heat parameters have been summed
for the respective locations, this is not meant to imply a requirement for a single
large platform. The purpose is to show the magnitude of platform capability
needed to support the payloads allocated to that location. Some of the major
considerations affecting the sizing of individual platform capabilities include:
whether the payloads are integrated into one configuration or split into several;
how many piatforms are in the cluster; time phasing of the payloads to meet
progressive mission changes; and rate and level of platform funding.
1.5 REQUIREMENTS DOCUMENTATION
The purpose of requirements documentation is to tabulate all relevant payload
data and organize it in a form that will facilitate accomplishment of subsequent
study tasks. The primary repositories of payload information are the payload
data sheets contained in Appendix E. Figure 1-21 and Table 1-31 are examples
of data organization. Each communications payload is described by three data
sheets that provide details of the antenna and transponder configurations, and
antenna and transponder data (e.g. , antenna size, quantity, and gain; trans-
ponder operating frequencies, bandwidth, RF power, noise, temperature, etc.).
The data also include weight and power budgets, ground segment parameters,
platform support requirements, supporting research ai,d technology needs, and
selected economic data. Similar three page data sheets wore developed for the
environmental observation and position location payloads.
The DoD and OSS space science payloads are each covered by a single data
sheet with the format shown in Table 1-31. The payloads were not defined
in sufficient detail for the three page data sheet format.
For convenience, the basic payload parameters were also tabulated as shown in
Tables 1-18 through 1-24 in Section 1.4.5 of this report.
The %iominal and high traffic models used to size the DTU and HVT payloads
are supported Ly population statistics and economic growth analyses contained
in Appendix A. These data provide the bases for traffic projections to the
year 2000 and estimates of potential demand for video conferencing services.
Estim-ates of intersatellite link capacity are also provided. The estimates are
based on interconnection of clusters of small platforms or large, widely
separated platforms.
s
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C. Antenna, Sensor Dam
1. \o.	 2 ner lank
2. Type: Center fed reflectors
3. Size:	 3 meters
4. Coverage, FOV:
5. No. of Beamsi'Feeds: 2
6. Pattern/ Beamwidth: 0.
'. Mae. Pointing Error: ±0.03°
J. Sensitivity (Gi T): 33 (IB K
9. Peak, EOC Gain: (i0 dB EOC
10. Other:
Candidate Pavload Data Summary - Sheet l
Code No:	 COAI 11
Name:	 Utter-Satellite Links
Category: _Communications
Orbital Location(s): 	 151 \x' K 1100W
Payload # it
Date.
	 `. larch 28, 1980
Description:	 Provides direct platform to
platform links.
See also attachment 01
A. Antenna/Sensor Configuration 	 B. Transponder , Processor Configuration
D. Transponder , Processor Data
1. \o.	 2
2. Type_:	 Processing
3. Transmit Frequency: 55 GM
4. Receive Frequencv: 62 ;Mz
5•
	
Bandwidth(s) Data Rate(s): 1 Gliz
o. Transmit Power(s) E1RP: 65 watts
7. Noise Figure Temperature:
8. Type of Access, Modulation:
9. On-Board Switching: 	 N)
10. Other:
Figure 1-21. Typical Payload Data Requirements Documentation (Sheet 1 of 3)
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Candidate Payload Data Summary - Sheet ..
E. Weight/Power Weight Power
Estimates Mg) (W)
1. Antennas/ Sensors 40
2. Receivers: 10 10
3. Transmitters: -10 250
4. Processors:
5. Switch Matrix:
6. Power Converters: 5 20
^. Cabling, Harness etc. 5 20
S. Totals: 100 :300
9. Notes:
Payload 4 11
Data:	 March 28, 1980
F. Support Requirements
1. Sunlight/Eclipse Power: 300 watts
2. Sunlight/ Eclipse, Heat Irosss 230 watts
3. Platform Attitude Control: x0.1°
4. Stationkeeping: to. 1°
5. Thermal Control: 0 to 40°C
6. Payload Volume: TBD
7. T, T&C. .avionics: 	 v	 Yes	 No
S. Mission Duration: 8 yrs
D. Mission Duty Cyclt: 1001';
10. Interconnect Switch:	 (Mx N) THD
11. Other:
G. Ground Segment	 Not applicable
1. No. of Stations/Users.
Antenna Size(s):
3. Beamwidth(sl:
4. Peak Gain(s):
3. Noise Temperature:
6. Receive Frequencies:
1 ransmit Frequencies:
9. Modulation/ access:
9. Transmit. Power:
10. Other:
H. Economic Data
L. Traffic Capacity:
2. Space Segment Cost:
3. Ground Segment Cost:
4. Estimated Revenue/Yr.
5. User Communities: Platform Rayloads
6. Technology Availability Date: 	 1955
. Market Need Date: 	 1990
S. Other:
Figure 1-21. Typical Payload Data Requirements Documentation (Sheet 2 of 3)
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Candidate Pavload Dart Summa ry - Sheet 3	 Date:	 March 28, 1980
1. Payload Development Schedule 	 J. Supporting Research & TeLanology Needs
Item	 Cale	 High rower 55 GHz transmitters.
1. Design
2. Development
3. Fabrication
d. Integration
5. Test
K. Special Requ irements/Constraints
1. To avoid confusion with the trucking and data relay (TDR) mission (which has
links between low-earth orbit satellites and it geostationary platform) , the term
inter-platform link (1PL) has been coined for traffic between platforms.
2. This link may be used to control remotely located platforms from the U.S.
3. The lowest presently nllocated frequency is 55 GHz. As an alternative an
optical link may be used.
A 25.25- to 26.25-GHz band has been porposed to the SWARC for this service. For
a given antenna aperture, the beamwidth (and pointing accuracy requirements)
doubles.
264.37Z-Z3.3
Figure 1-21. Typical Payload Data Requirements Documentation (Sheet 3 of 3)
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Table 1-31. DoD Candidate Payloads for the Geostationary Platform, Payload 31 i
Mission Name: Defense Meterological Satellite Program Data Relay
Mission Description: This payload is designed to relay 2 - 3 Mbps from 3 satellites
in 450 nm sun synchronous orbits ( 98.7 0 inclination) . The payload will operate
in the 1-3 GHz frequency band. Maximum of 30 minutes delay in data recep-
tion. Desired IOC of 1985.
Platform Interface Requirements:
Weight: 150 kg
Power: 100 watts
Pointing Accuracy: ±0.30
Experimenter: Capt Ed Merz
Organization: SAMSO
Telephone Flo.: (213) 643-0708
Sizing of the DTU and HVT payloads also required detailed analyses of the
ground - to-satellite and satellite - to-ground communication links to ensure
adequate operating margins under adverse propagation and cochannel inter-
ference conditions. The 6 / 4 GHz, 14/12 GHz, and 30 / 20 GHz link budgets with
supporting assumptions concerning required rain margin, link availability, and
carrier to interference ratios are contained in Appendix D.
1.6 RESULTS AND CONCLUSIONS
The purpose of this task has been to develop a comprehensive set of mission and
payload .requirements and document them in a form that would facilitate the
accomplishment of subsequent tasks. All missions considered to be potential
candidates for platform installation were identified and grouped according to
function, sponsor, orientation, and pointing requirements. Missions found
unsuitable for the geostationary orbital location were eliminated from the list.
Traffic models developed for the regions surrounding the Atlantic Ocean indicate
a demand for up to 3000 equivalent 40 MHz transponders by the year 2000 to
meet basic voice, data, and video transmission requirements. The increasing
cost of travel may also stimulate a demand for video conferencing services.
Replacement of only 5 percent to 10 percent of business air travel by video
conferences could result in a need for more than 8000 additional transponders
to serve the same area by the year 2000.
The greatest impact of this burgeoning demand will be on the fixed point-to-
point communication services. Direct to user networks and high volume trunking
services will require high capacity payloads employing multiple beam antennas
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jand on-board switching to achieve the necessary expansion of usable bandwidth.
The size, weight, and power requirements of these payloads are enough to
preempt the major portion of platform payload capability.
The selected platform locations of 15 0 W and 110°W recognize community of
interest, the need for equipment commonality, and the advantages of integrating
local, regional, and transoceanic communications. Allocation of payloads to
these locations is based on equitable division of traffic, functional characteristics,
and rough equalization of overall weight and power requirements. Not all payloads
need to be placed in orbit at the same time. Communications payload requirements
are a function of the development of markets for new services and growth in
demand for existing services. This situation supports a modular approach to
platform implementation in which sections of platform are scheduled for launch
on an as-required basis. Once in orbit, modules may be linked physically or
electromagnetically depending on the type and complexity of interconnection
req ui red.
Platform support requirements needed to service payloads are similar in character
to those provided by conventional satellites. Support requirements are the main
source of economies in scale due to the reduction in subsystem replication. In
principle, the larger the platform, the greater the economy. However, these
gains can be offset by the increases in transportation cost when more then one
shuttle flight is needed to complete the platform. Optimum platform size and
configuration is an area requiring careful study to balance operational benefits
against program cost. Considerations of unattended platform lifetime versus
on-orbit servicing costs must also be weighed.
Communications payload architecture has considerable impact on platform design
due to the substantial weight and power requirements generated to meet projected
traffic demand. Large antennas (10 meters or greater) are needed to produce
multiple (100+) narrow spot beams. At frequencies above 10 GHz , provisions
for adequate rain margins increase downlink trPnsmitter parameters.
Development of high capacity communication payloads is very dependent on
progress in multibeam antenna technology and the development of multiport high
speed switching devices. High capacity crosslinks are also needed to maintain
connectivity between platform modules, whether physically linked or in a cluster
configuration.
One may conclude from th,s discussion that:
a. The primary mission for a geostationary platform is satellite communications.
b. Considerable growth in demand can be anticipated for the future.
c. A geostationary platform can contribute substantially to the relief of
spectrum saturation and equatorial orbit congestion.
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d. Demand for ^:ommunicstions services can best be met by payloads combining
multifrequency operation with extensive space diversity provided by
multiple beam antennas and on -board switching.
e. The optimum platform configuration no-y be modular in both space and time
to accommodate time phased mission requirements and budgetary constraints.
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SECTION 2
TASK 2: CONCEPT SELECTION
Government and industry studies during the late 1970s indicated that large geo-
statiunary platforms combining many communications services could not only
alleviate the growing problems of orbital arc and frequency spectrum satura-
tion, but could also provide new services and lower ;User costs (References
2.1, 2.2, 2.3, 2.4, 2.5, 2.7, and 2.8).
Advanced development work by NASA, COMSAT, and the Aerospace Corpora-
tion have developed a variety of platform concepts made feasible by the capa-
bility of the Space Transportation System (STS). These concepts vary widely
in their payloads, platform size and mass, and in OTV requirements. The
studies have clearly established the technical and economic feasibility of the
large platform approach, but have not attempted to define optimum solutions
for minimum cost and for system design parameters such as platform size, life-
time, geosynchronous transfer vehicles, and construction and servicing ap-
proaches. These require further analysis and selection in order to proceed with
system design, and are the subject of this section of the report.
2.1 TASK OBJECTI`iES
The objective of Task 2 is to conceptually define candidate platform system con-
cepts that span a range of design and operational approaches and through sys-
tem level tradeoff studies, select one or several concepts for further definition
in Task 3.
2.2 INPUT DATA
Sources of data used for Task 2 were the following:
a. Payloads. These definitions were taken from the payload data sheets,
Appendix E, that were outputs from Task 1, Mission /Payload Definition.
b. Assumptions and Guidelines. These were pe- the revised study plan
( Reference 2.12) .
C.
	
Space transportation system capabilities and description. Shuttle and OTV
performance, configurations, and costs were obtained from NASA/MSFC
( Reference 2.9) .
d. Teleoperator maneuvering system (TMS). Descriptive data for the TMS
was obtained from References 2.10 and 2.11. (Former nomenclature for the
TN1S was remote teleoperator system.)
2-1
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	 Platform configuration and subsystems. Information from prior studies
(References 2.2. 2.3, 2.13. and 2.14) was used to develop parametric
platform design data and scaling laws.
2.3 METHODOLOGY
System level trade studies were curried out to parametrically define and evaluate
alternative platform design, transportation, and operational approaches, and to
select the most promising concepts for further definition in 'Task 3. The quanti-
tative evaluation criterion employed for evaluation of alternative concepts was
comparative program cost for acquisition and operations.
To be certain that the full range of mission requirements waR covered, trade
studies were done for both the smallest and the largest mission sets, i.e. , Set
N - nominal traffic model, Western Hemisphere location; and Set V - high traffic
model, Atlantic and Western Hemisphere locations (Reference Table 2-1). The
payloads comprising each mission set are listed in Table 2-2. Later, a third
system model was constructed for Mission Set P - nominal traffic model, Atlantic
and Western Hemisphere locations.
Table 2-1. Mission Sets
Code	 Traffic Model	 Location (s)
N	 Nominal WH
M	 Nominal ATL
P	 N ominai Both
S Hip,'h WH
T High ATL
V High Both
2-2
Table 2- 2. Payloads
*KEY W • Eti. Htk
A AwTLANTIC
E • EITHER
B • BOTH
NOMINAL TRAFFIC MODEL, WH ONLY HIGH TRAFFIC MODEL BOTH HEMISPHERES
P/L WEIGHT POWER PA WEIGHT POWER
NO. MISSION KG W NO. MISSION • KO W
1,2 PT-PT COMMUNICATIONS 3,490 20,000 1,2 PT-PT COMMUNICATION IWHI W 6,910 41,200
3 TV DISTRIBUTION 400 4,000 1,210 PT-PT COMMUNICATION (ATLI A 4,014 24,700
4 TRACKING 6 DATA R '. AY 330 600 3 TV DISTRIBUTION 9 400 4,300
5 EDUCATIONAL TV 200 200 4 TRACKING 6 DATA RELAY B 330 600
0 DIRECT TV 400 2,100 6 EDUCATIONAL TV B 200 200
7 AIR MOBILE 200 900 6 DIRECT TV B 400 2.100
9 LAND MOBILE 630 1,000 7 AIR MOBILE B 200 900
I1 INTERPLATFORM L INKS 70 1	 120 B
9
SEA MOBILE
LAND MOBILE
A
B
400
700
600
1,00012 DATA COLLECTION I —Tar
17 LIGHTNING MAPPER 320 300 11 INTERPLATFORM LINKS • 1	 70 120
IB ATMOSPH.iRIC SOUNDER 190 50 12	 DATA COLLECTION B 100
19,20 RADIOMETERS 650 250 17	 LIGHTNING MAPPER B 310 300
27 RF INTERFEROMETER 120 220 19	 ATMOSPHERIC SOUNDER 6 200 60
31 OMSP DATA RELAY 160 100 19,20	 RADIOMETERS E 660 250
54 DOD EHF EXP 230 600 27	 RF INTERFEROMETER B ISO 250
66 DOD LASER COMM. EXP 320 660 31	 DMSP DATA RELAY B 160 100
32 AOV. OLS CLOUD IMAGER 150 150 64,55	 000 COMM, EXP IEHF, LASER) E 660 1,060
3B AEROSOL 6 CLOUD HT SENSOR 60 100 32,36,42 EARTH 7BSER. E 260 270
42 GLOBAL UV RADIANCE 50 20 39,40,41,44 000 SOLAR GROUP E 150 150
52 BOSS EVALUATION 150 400 33,41,66 DOD EXPOSURE GROUP E 30 70
37 MATERIALS EXPOSURE 10 25 34	 ACOSS/MALO E 1,100 600
43 MAGNETIC S;)WTORM MONITOR 10 S
52.36
	
BOSVAOSP E 500 1.100
56 FIBER OPTICS DEMONSTRATION 10 31D 51,70	 CRYO LIMB SCANNER E 670 5.000
71 EARTH OPTICAL TELESCOPE 1,100 2,000 71	 EARTH OPTICAL TELESCOPE E 1,100 2,000
63	 GEMINI EVALUATION E 920 I,800
73,76,76,77 OSS GROUP 1 E 900 1,100
79	 1 LLL TV E 300 1,000
61,92,93,84 OSS GROUP 11 E 1	 1,260 3.360
TOTAL
	
IPAYLOADSONLY) ,0,230 37.	 J1) TOTAL	 1PAYLOADSONLYI
	
33,622 114,840
The trade study philosophy employed was to develop a family of platform concepts
that would accommodate each of the mission sets using various construction,
delivery, and operational muues and to determine program costs that are sensitive
to platform system concept definitions. Figure 2-1 is a flow diagram that illustra-
tes the methodology followed for the major system trade study that evaluated
economy of scale, transfer vehicle launch mode and delivery capabilities, and
platform operational mode. Table 2-3 presents an overview of the procedures
followed. All of the platform system concepts were designed to the common set
of ground rules listed in Table 2-4.
The study plan identified nine candidate system trade study areas. These are
listed in the left column of Table 2-5. As the studies developed it became ap-
parent that there was a great deal of interdependence between many of these
trade study areas, coupled together by the candidate platform system design
options. This coupling is indicated by the X's entered under the four option
columns in Table 2-5. As the array of candidate system options and suboptions
2-3
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Figure 2-1. Basic System Trades Methodology
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Table 2- 3. Task 2 Trades Methodology
Identify options.
Investigate couplings.
Reduce number of variables to be dealt with simultaneously as much as possible.
Launch mode, transfer vehicle, and operating mode intimately coupled. Must
be considered simultaneously, resulting in 72 options.
Mission set s1ze and evolutionary buildup mode uncoupled from the above.
Seventy-two options investigated first for mission set N aid then for V.
Only the best options used to investigate influence of evolutionary
buildup mode.
Best options and best alternative mode options subjected to funding
spread and net present value analysis.
Table 2-4. Ground Rules
System IOC Date: 1992
Common Platform Elements for Western Hemisphere
and Atlantic Missions — A Design Goal
Lifetime: Nominal 16 Years — A Design Goal
— Baseline: Unmanned Servicing at GEO
— Alternate: Long Life, Nonserviced System
Minimum Development and Operations Cost — A Design Goal
Maximum Use of Existing and ;p rojected (1990s) Technology
STS
— 65,000 lb Shuttle
— Existing and Improved Upper Stages
— New OTV Family
k.
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became better defined, it became obvious that the dimensions of the tradeoff
matrix would be unmanageable if all were to be included in the trades. There-
fore, screening of the candidates eliminated the least promising . concepts and
enabled us to concentrate on the remainder.
Transfer Vehicle Options. By far the widest range of options was the potential
choice of orbit transfer vehicles. The data base provided by MSFC (Reference
2.9) included, the inertial upper stage (IUS) , Centaur, a single and dual stage
orbit transfer vehicle (OTV) and an interim OTV (IOTV). Some of these in-
cluded different launch modes (ground or space-mated) and low or standard
thrust engines. Expendable, reusable, and round trip operational modes were
also included. These various combinations resulted in 30 discrete vehicle/
operating mode combinations to be considered. Screening of these candidates
was based upon parameters such as performance capability, dollars per kilogram
delivered to GEO, thrust-to-weight ratio and attendant structural weight penalty,
and payload length availability. This screening operation enabled us to reduce
the number of platform delivery vehicle candidates from 30 down to the 19 that
were used in the trade studies. The selected delivery vehicle options and their
pertinent characteristics are shown in Table 2-6.
Launch Mode Options. The launch modes that were considered covered the entire
range of STS capabilities, from multiple p.	 ads of conventional geosynchronous
satellites using SSUS-A and -D in a single ., iuttle launch, to multiple Shuttle
launches per platform. Table 2-7 defines the four basic launch mode options
(Cases 1, II , III , and IV) and the suboptions for Cases I' and III'. These launch
modes are summarized in Figure 2-2.
Operational Mode Options. The top-level choice of operational modes was between
platforms that are serviced or are not serviced. Suboptions included the choice
of individual platform life for the nonserviced platform approach and the servic-
ing frequency for the serviced platform approach. The nine operational mode
options described in Table 2-8 were defined and parametric platform design
scaling laws were developed for each mode.
Initially, several sets of platform concepts were defined to investigate the inter-
action of economy of scale and operating mode. Each group of platforms collec-
tively accommodate a preliminary set of communications and secondary payloads
fer the Western Hemisphere location. The total payload mass and power require-
ments were 7000 kg and 33 kW, respectively. To examine the effects of economy
of scale, the payload complement was divided in fractions as follows: 1/2, 1/3,
1/4, 1/5, 1/6, 1/8, 1/12, and 1/20. Payload weight and power requirements were
arithmetically divided per the above fractions and, after adjustment for opera-
ting mode weight penalties, were accommodated on platforms designed for op-
erating modes A, B, C, and D. The resultant platform (bus plus payload) mass
was then compared to the delivery vehicle capabilities, and compatible vehicles
were identified. Operating modes E and F were then added to the analysis to
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Table 2-7. Launch Mode Cases
Case I	 Individual dedicated satellites
Conventional design, variety of upper stages
C..	 Individual large satellites
Standard TDRSS type bus, 2-stage IUS, 1990 technology
Case II	 Small platforms
Optimized to transfer vehicle/shuttle capability
Ground mated to upper stage
Single shuttle
Case III	 Medium platforms
Optimized to transfer vehicle/shuttle capability
Space mated to upper stage at LEO
Multiple shuttles
One shuttle for platform
One or more shuttles for transfer vehicle stages
Case III'	 Large platforms
Optimized to full capacity of 2-stage transfer vehicle
Beyond volume limit of shuttle cargo bay
Two platform segments mated to LEO, then space mated
to transfer vehicle
Multiple shuttles
Two shuttles for platform
Two shuttles for transfer vehicle stages-
Case IV	 Single very large platform
Beyond STS capability as defined
!.-j
2-9
CASE I WITH A WIDE VARIETY OF
UNIQUE DESIGNS ARE	 PLOYED TO ACCOMMODATE
THE MISSION MODEL. TRANSPORTATION IS PROVIDED
`^ 4 ¢ BY THE SHUTTLE, SSYS, AND IUS AS REQUIRED.
CASE I' TNDARD BUS DESIGN (BASED ON THE TORS, BUT
WITH 191M TECHNOLOGY INCORPORATED) IS EMPLOYED
/ TO ACCOMMODATE THE MISSION MODEL. TRANSPOR-
TATION IS PROVIDED BY THE SHUTTLE AND 24TAGE
IUS.
CASE 11 A'	 M AND ITS OTV ARE LAUNCHEDEOg
.' TO LEO 	 SHUTTLE FLIGHT. OTV TRANSFERS
,f
1
PLATFORM TO GEO.
(	 J'
CASE III A MEDIUM SIZE PLATFORM (OR PLATFORM MODULE)
DELIVERED TO LFO IN ONE SHUTTLE FLIGHT. ONE OR
TWO ADDITIONAL SHUTTLE FLIGHTS DELIVER AN OTV
TO LEO WHERE IT IS MATED WITH THE PLATFORM
PRIOR TO TRANSFER TO GEO.
CASE III' HALVES OF A LARGE PLATFORM MODULE DELIVERED
'I IN TWO SHUTTLE FLIGHTS TO LEO WHERE THEY ARE
^^ ifs (
//
^
MATED. TWO SHUTTLE FLIGHTS DELIVER OTV
STAGES TO LEO WHERE THEY ARE MATED TO EACH
OTHER AND TI) THE PLATFORM.
r
Ile
CASE IV SINGLE VERY LARGE PLATFORM REQUIRES MORE
THAN 4 DELIVERYFLIGHT-S-  PLATFORM
-^ - ELEMENTS AND OTV'S. NOT FEASIBLE WITH STS AS
rl /1 DEFINED.
3 ;A
^j
J
264.35248
Figure 2-2. Launch mode Options
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MODE C'
SERVICING FLIGHTS
264.362.26
determine the sensitivity of servicing interval on overall platform design and
beginning-of-life (BOL) mass. The influence of operating mode was evaluated
at this point by comparing total mass delivered to orbit for each system concept;
platform costs were not developed.
At this point, operating Mode A (similar to Mode D but a 50 percent RF power
penalty imposed for servicing accessibility) was determined to be unrealistic
and was dropped from further consideration.
Several more iterations were performed using updated mission payload sets with
increased mass and power requirements, with updated OTV types, capabilities
and costs, and with platform bus and payload costs included in the analyses.
Each of these iterations helped to further refine our trade study methodology
and assisted in screening out unnecessary variables from the system trade
studies. Based on these findings, operational modes B, C, C', and E were
selected for the system trade studies. Figure 2-3 illustrates the featurds of
each of these four operational modes.
MODE B: NON-SERVICED, 8-YEAR LIFE, REPLACED
MODE C: NON-SERVICED, 16-YEAR LIFE (HIGHLY REDUNDANT)
MODE E: SERVICED EACH 2 YEARS, 3-YEAR CONSUMABLES CAPACITY
MODE C': HYBIRD MODE
• HIGHLY REDUNDANT, 16 YEAR SUBSYSTEMS LIFE
• SERVICEABLE AS NECESSARY
• 8-YEAR CONSUMABLES CAPACITY
• PAYLOAD UPDATE MAINLY THROUGH MODULAR GROWTH
YEARS 9
	
8	 16
MODE B	 X
X
MODE C	 X
MODE E
t-4	 t t	 t	 t	 t t	 SERVICING FLIGHTS
Figure 2-3. Operational Modes for System Trade Studies
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Evolutionary Buildup Options. The final major system design option considered
was the choice of evolutionary buildup mode. The four options are described in
Table 2-9 and are shown in Figure 2-4. Evolutionary buildup permits the time-
phased delivery of payloads to CEO commensurate with user needs for communi-
cations traffic demands or for accommodating experimental payloads in a timely
manner. Evolutinary buildup also permits development, production. and module
delivery costs to be spread over a long time base and thus reduces peak annuu'A
funding requirements.
Table 2-9. Evolutionary Buildup Options
MODE H — Payload addition.
Single very large platform put in GEO.
Small initial payload complement.
Payloads added by servicing flights (2 per year) .
MODE J -- Docked dependent modules.
Modules may be Case II, III, or III'.
Subsystems shared between modules.
Docking at CEO.
MODE K — Cluster.
Independent modules flying in formation at GEO.
Connectivity by microwave link.
MODE L — Docked independent modules.
No subsystem sharing.
Hardwire connectivity.
Summary of Options. The spectrum of system design options is summarized in
Table 2-10. The basic system trade study evaluated economy of scale, transfer
vehicle launch mode and delivery capabilities, and platform operational mode.
The study was conducted using the following options:
a. Launch mode - II , III , and III'.
b. Transfer vehicle - a through v (except S).
C.
	
Operating mode - B, C, C 1 , and E.
d. Buildup mode - K.
e. Mission sets - N and V.
2-13
i(^o °o°°
OH PAYLOAD ADDITION ^K CLUSTER
E' ° 
1 i0
0 01
O DOCKED DEPENDENT MODULES
^L DOCKED INDEPENDENT MODULES
Figure 2-4. Evolutionary Buildup Options
The combinations of launch mode and transfer vehicles determine the maximum
size and /or mass and payload accommodation capability of each platform. The
resultant payload accommodation capability and the selected mission set deter-
mine the number of platforms required for each concept. This combination
yields a 72 cell matrix (18 OTVs with 4 operating modes) for each of the two
mission sets, or a total of 144 concepts that were analyzed for buildup mode K.
Cost estimates for an additional set of 72 options were later developed for mission
set P to provide a data base for selection of preferred system concepts. These
three mode K options are identified in the upper section of Table 2-11.
After obtaining the results for buildup mode K, several of the most promising
concepts (i.e. , payload set, number of platforms, OTV selected) were selected
to explore other modes of evolutionary buildup. This resulted in the development
of four additional concepts for buildup mode H (evolutionary payload buildup) ,
three additional concepts for mode J (docked dependent modules) , and two addi-
tional concepts for mode L (docked independent modules) .
For comparative purposes, concepts and system costs were also developed for
accommodating the same payloads (mission set N, V, and P) on a variety of small,
conventional satellites (Launch Case I) and also on larger IUS-launched individual
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satellites (launch case I'). The individual satellites are not truly equivalent to
the larger platforms because they do not provide the same level of communications
interconnectivity. Additionally, some large payloads had to be split into smaller
segments and accommodated on multiple spacecraft; this could raise questions
such as: "Can one 1200 kg telescope be replaced by three 400 kg telescopes that
collectively can perform the same mission?"
The Case I program costs were based on the extrapolation of the MSFC economic
analysis (Reference 2.3) to mission set N based on payload mass. Case I' costs
were developed for mission sets N, V, and P, using a common TDRS-derived bus,
specific payload assignments, and with transportation provided by the Shuttle
and the two-stage IUS.
The lower section of Table 2-11 identifies the four plc.tform system concepts that
were jointly selected by NASA and Convair for further definition in Task 3.
These encompass a range of buildup modes, launch cases, operational modes,
OTV types, and both nominal and high traffic models.
2.4 ANALYSIS AND RESULTS
A preliminary set of trade studies was begun while Task 1. efforts were underway
to define mission models and payload descriptions. These preliminary trades
helped to better -,+refine the design options and to identify coupling effects.
The preliminary trade studies were run with some simplifying assumptions, for
example, with preliminary payload descriptions and with payload mass and power
arithmetically divided to determine the number of platforms required to accommo-
date the mission set. Detailed resulte of these preliminary trade studies are not
included in this report. The prelininary studies did show, however, that eco-
nomy of scale was present and, also, that transportation costs were a significant
factor. The preliminary trades also developed design data for a range of plat-
forms defined in the system trade studies.
2.4.1 PLATFORM DESIGN PHILOSOPHY. The primary system design considera-
tion is to provide user support with a high availability. Current 8 year life sat-
ellite systems have achieved system availability of A - 0.9999 utilizing dual redun-
dancy of critical components plus on-orbit spare satellites. Platform systems must
achieve a similar availability factor, but with a longer lifetime (nominal 16 years)
and without the luxury of on-orbit spare platforms. The main design issues that
must be addressed to achieve high availability are: 1) random failures, 2) wear-
out, and 3) consumables. The design approaches to solving these problems are
summarized in Table 2-12. In addition, the table identifie3 approaches to in-
stalling and servicing payload equipment for each of the selected cperating modes.
As a result of the preliminary trade studies, we found that some combinations of
servicing schedule and design are infeasible, and some are wasteful and uneco-
nomical compared to others. At the same time, the range of servicing frequencies
i
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considered needed to be expanded. If payload addition and update could be
handled by the modular growth scheme, the servicing philosophy trade could
be broadened to include variations not only in frequency, but in extent.
From this preliminary analysis and screening, four distinctly different classes
of modes emerged. The best mode within each class was selected for the final
trade matrix. They are:
Mode B: 8 year life unserviced, the mode now employed with all communica-
tions satellites. Very low development risk. Very little growth
capability toward permanent facilities.
Mode C: 16 year life unserviced, using highly redundant subsystems and
primary payload systems. Looks more obtainable all the time.
Recent tests show nickel-hydrogen batteries can be expected to
have at least 12 year lifetimes, and 16 is not unreasonable for 1990.
A very economical approach to a 16 year mission, but no progress
toward permanent facilities. If a servicing scheme can be devised
that is economically competitive with this one, so that the loss
tangible benefits of servicing can be obtained for little or no cost,
such a mode would be preferred over this one.
Mode E: The best of the conventional servicing schemes, it employs a ser-
vicing schedule that can vary in frequency from a few months to
nearly three years (the capacity of the consumables tanks) , but
which averages two years. Thus, seven servicing flights would be
flown in the 16 year mission life. These would be full-range ser-
vicing missions, capable of replenishing consumables, v^dating or
adding payloads, and replacing failed or degraded modules.
Mode C l : A hybrid scheme where redundancy is used to provide basic plat-
form subsystems with as much reliability as is practical (16 year
design life) , but where servicing is used to replenish consumables
and selected subsystems subject to wearout after the f,,.rst 8 years.
For purposes of this analysis, the entire energy storage subsystem
(batteries) is replaced. In practice, any set of subsystems could
be included. The final decision would be made during full-scale
development based on life-test data then availcble, and could in-
clude payloads or payload subsystems. This mode allows for the
evolutionary development of a full servicing capability for later
modules as the technology develops and transportation costs
decrease.
The physical effect of implementing these design philosophies is reflected in pay-
load and subsystem component quantities and level of modularity. The impact
of designing the platforms for high reliability, long life and servicing was
t
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assessed and the results are shown in Table 2-13. Weight penalties were estab-
lished and applied to the payloads and parametric platform designs reflecting
additions or deletions of redundant elements, and modular design of space re-
placeable units (SRUs) employed for unmanned servicing.
Table 2-13. Reliability and Servicing Design Impact
(Payload and Subsystems)
Design Impact
Requirements	 Implementation	 (Penr'ties)
1. Design for 8-year life, Dual redundancy of	 Baseline
unserviced	 critical elements
2. Design for 16-year
life, unserviced
3. Design for 2- to 5-year
operatin g period
between servicing
4. Design for remote
servicing capability
Triple redundancy of
critical elements
Minor reduction in
redundancy
Modular packaging of
communication equip-
ment and subsystems
+29% weight penalty
-10% wt
1+12.5% weight
penalty
+25% wt
Dual redundancy of critical active elements was established as a baseline for
8 year life without servicing, analogous to current satellite design. It was
assumed that, employing 1990 technology, adequate reliability for 16 years with-
out servicing can be achieved by employing triple redundancy. The weight
penalty assessed for triple redundancy is 29 percent. This value was derived
by analyzing current satellite subsystem and payload designs and determining
the relative mass of redundant critical elements. The result of this analysis -is
plotted in Figure 2-5. During the preliminary trade studies, quad-redundancy
was also evaluated to test the sensitivity of results to redundancy level.
For operational modes employing on-orbit unmanned servicing, it was assumed
that a minor reduction in redundancy would be permissible and a 20 percent
reduction in weight was allowed. However, since the equipment would not have
to be remotely exchanged by an on-orbit servicer, a weight penalty was assessed
for modular packaging, guides, quick-disconnects, etc. Prior studies of on-
orbit servicing (Reference 2.13) estimated that a weight penalty of 20 percent to
30 percent would be imposed; therefore, a penalty of 25 percent was assessed
for operational modes employing servicing. These opposing design impacts
resulted in a combined weight penalty of k = 0. 9 X 1.25 = 1.125 or a 12.5 percent
weight penalty for serviced operational modes.
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Figure 2-5. Increase in Mass Versus Redundancy
The weight penalties that were assessed for each of the four operational modes
are summarized in Table 2 - 14. These were applied uniformly throughout all of
the system trade studies.
Table 2-14. Weight Penalty Assessments
Subsystem and
Operational
	
Payload Weight Penalty
Mode
	
Factor (k)	 Rationale
B	 k = 1.0	 Baseline - 8 year life,
nonserviced
C	 k = 1.29	 16-year life, nonserviced
E	 k = 1.125	 16-year life, serviced
Cl
	 k = 1.29
	 Subsystems and payloads -
16-year life, nonserviced
k = 1.125
	 Batteries - changed at 8
years
•2.2
•1.8
1.1 +87%
+29%	
_J
BASELINE:
^DUALREDUNDANT
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2.4.2 BASIC SYSTEM TRADE STUDIES. As outlined in Section 2 . 3, the basic
system trade studies were conducted for 144 system concepts employing launch
modes II , III and III', and buildup mode K. The results are discussed in this
section. A comparison of platform options versus individual satellites (launch
modes I and I') is given in Section 2.4.3. The methodology flow diagram shown
in Figure 2-1 applies to this discussion.
2.4.2.1 OTV Selection. The family of OTV candidates defined by NASA (Ref-
erence 2.9) is Bated in Table 2-15.
Each vehicle candidate was considered in both expendable and reusable modes,
both high and low thrust versions, and in both premated ( Case II) and mated at
LEO ( Cases III and III') modes of operation.
A few combinations dropp,^,d out early because they had less payload capability
than a less expensive vehicle. For example, the dual-stage Centaur had less
capability in both weight and volume than the IOTV, yet it cost more and in -
volved more complexity, so was eliminated from further consideration. The one
stage reusable low-thrust OTV, when used in Case III, had less capability than
its expendable version used in Case II, yet cost more. Some of the IUS versions
were similarly discarded. Two versions of IUS, while appearing similarly uneco-
nomical, were retained because of their relatively advanced state of development.
The final OTV candidates thus became:
Case II Low Thrust-(T/W<1)	 Case III Low Thrust
a	 OTV LT R g IOTV LT	 E
b	 Centaur LT E h OTV LT	 E
C	 IOTV LT E j 2-Stage OTV LT	 R
d	 OTV LT E k 2-Stage OTV LT	 E
e	 OTV E 1 2-Stage OTV R
f	 IOTV E m 2-Stage OTV E
Case II High Thrust (1<T/W<2) n OTV E
o IOTV E
q	 OTV R
P OTV R
r	 CeW.aur E
Case III High Thrust (1<T/W<2)
Case I (T/W>2)
v	 4-Stage IUS (21, + 2L + P/L)
S	 2-Stage IUS	 E
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The 2 stage IUS (Code S) was retained only for launch cases I and 1' because
of its high thrust to weight ratio, which makes it practical only for satellites
that are deployed at GEO.
Based upon the OTV delivery mass capability to GEO, estimates were made of
the payload mass and power requirements that could be accommodated on plat-
forms delivered by these OTVs. These estimates are listed in Table 2-16. The
estimates take into account the payload and subsystem weight penalties asso-
ciated with each operational made, but do not reflect a penalty proportional to
the thrust-to-weight ratio. These estimates are based on parametric platform
design data developed during the preliminary trade studies. These relation-
ships were as follows:
M = MPL - b I kPL	 ml
P	 = MPL b2 : kPy	1112
where:
MPy = payload mass, kg
PPy = payload power, watts
MPL = platform mass, kg (i.e. , OTV capability)
and the coefficients were:
1— 1
Mode	 b1	 ml	 k	 b2	 m2
V
B 500 2.575 1 600 0.5543
C 700 3.620 1.29 1000 0.9833
C' 700 2.475 1.29 1000 0.6700
D 900 2.325 1.125 1000 0.5833
E 900 2.196 1.125 1000 0.5375
F 900 2.135 1.125 1000 0.5133
A series of parametric analyses were performed to arrive at an estimate of
the effect of thrust to weight greater than 0.3 upon the structural weight of
the platform. Approximate structural weight penalties were assigned and
used in estimating the weight of payloads, which could be accommodated by
each vehicle in each of the operational modes (B, C, C', and E) .
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These adjusted estimated payload capabilities for each of the 72 combinations
(18 vehicles with 4 modes) are as follows:
k9
aC 409 bE 1564 oB 3157
qC 451 pE 1610 1C 3247
aC' 598 bB 1656 hC' 3333
rC 616 pB 1683 gE 3356
aE 691 eC' 1732 gB 3375
PC 700 VC, 1765 jC 3464
qC' 728 gC 1818 nB 4145
aB 819 nC 1922 nE 4190
bC 870 cE 1931 hB 4210
fC 879 dC' 1940 hE 4226
qE 903 fE 1979 jC' 5067
VC 936 cB 2008 iC' 5110
qB 1015 fB 203: kC 5332
eC 1029 hC 2278 MC 5814
cc 1064 eE 2302 jB 6360
rC' 1086 eB 2344 jE 6468
pC' 1215 oC' 2365 1B 6701
bC' 1273 dE 2427 lE 6752
dC 1327 vE 2451 kC' 7799
oC 1424 vB 2473 MC' 8504
rE 1439 dB 2483 kB 9748
fC' 1.492 gC' 2659 kE 9999
rB 1520 nC' 3142 mB 10622
cC' 1557 CE 3155 ME 10911
These figures have been adjusted downward in cases C and C' to allow for
the added redundancy required in the payloads in those modes. Thus, the
basic payload weights can be used when allocating payloads to a platform up
to these limits. Similarly, the estimated payload capabilities for Mode E have
been adjusted slightly to allow for the necessary modularization of the payloads.
A 15 percent margin was applied to reflect uncertainties in the payload weights.
The resulting estimated margined payload capacities per platform varied from 248
kg for aC to 9250 kg for mB and ME.
2.4.2.2 Payload Assignments. Specific payloads were assigned to platform
modules in each set until the entire mission model was accommodated. This pay-
load allocation process determined the number of platforms required for each
delivery vehicle/operational mode combination. These results are shown in
Tables 2-17 and 2-18 for mission sets N and V, respectively. The specific pay-
loads assigned to each platform in each of the sets are identified in Appendix F.
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In all, 628 platforms were defined for the Western Hemisphere nominal tr,.iffic
model. The number required varied from 67 for aC to 1 for mB and mE. For
the high traffic model (both locations), 2357 platforms were defined. The
number required varies from 225 for aC to 3 for mB and mE.
There are some large payloads that are not divisible. In particular, No. 34,
ACOSS/HALO, in the high traffic model and No. 71, earth optical telescope,
in both traffic models. These payloads are estimated to weigh 1100 kg each.
Because they are relatively low in power requirements, they can be accommo-
dated on combinations whose estimated payload capacity was a little less than
that.  But they cannot go in one piece on combinations above options rC' on
Table 2-17 and 2-18. Thus, those OTV/mode options are not really capahle
of supporting the entire mission model. Because these large payloads are not
absolute requirements, rather than discard the smaller platform combinations,
these payloads were arbitrarily divided and an equivalent number of platforms
included in the appropriate sets. As the platforms get smaller, the same thing
must be done to other payloads as well.
Thus, while all the options theoretically provide the same total mission set to
the same reliability, for those above combinatin rC in Tables 2-17 and 2-18,
the practicality of doing so is suspect.
2.4.2.3 Platform Synthesis. Parametric platform design concepts were devel-
oped for each of 72 sets for mission sets N and V. For each set, a standard
platform bus was parametrically designed to accommodate the maximum weight
and maximum power requirements of each payload group. Based upon payload
weight and power requirements, the platform structure and supporting sub-
systems were sized, taking into account redundancy and modularity appropriate
for each operational mode. The structural weight estimates included the impact
of high thrust to weight ratios. The total platform w6ght, including payloads,
was calculated and a 15 percent contingency factor included. In some cases,
this total was found to exceed the assigned OTV capability so another iteration
was performed. A new, lower estimated margined payload weight was deter-
mined and the payload allocation process repeated. This increased the number
of platforms for that set.
For the smaller platforms, where large payloads had to be subdivided, the at-
tendant duplication of antennas, etc. , caused the number of platforms to go up
sharply. The parametric platform designs were developed using scaling factors
and weight estimating relationships developed from the preliminary trade studies
for each of the operational modes.
Platform mass and power estimating data sheets for the 144 mode K system con-
cepts are included in Appendix G. One example of these data sheets is shown
in Figure 2-6. This example shows a platform concept designed to accommodate
a payload complement with a mass of 2103 kg, drawing power of 8190 watts.
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Table 2-17. Number of Platforms Required
Versus OTV and Mode ("Mission Set N)
( P /L Mass Margin - 15%)
Platform	 Gross Payload Margined	 No. of
Item No. Set No. OTV Mode Weight, kg* Weight, kg Platforms
1 51 a C 40c, 248 67
2 31 q C 451 340 39
3 52 a C' 598 411 31
4 32 r C 616 500 26
5 33 a E 691 580 19
6 33 p C 700 580 19
7 33 q C' 728 580 19
8 34 a B 819 690 16
9 34 b C 870 690 16
10 34 f C 879 690 16
11 55 q E 903 786 15
12 55 v C 936 780 15
13 35 q B 1.,015 860 14
14 35 e C 1,029 860 14
15 53 c C 1,064 876 13
16 36 r C' 1,086 900 12
17 37 p C` 1,215 1,100 9
18 54 b C' 1,273 1,060 10
19 37 d C 1,327 11100 9
20 3F o C 1,424 1,210 9
21 38 r E 1,439 1,210 9
22 38 f C' 1,492 1,210 9
23 38 r B ?,520 1,210 9
*Reduced for T /W penalty where applicable.
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Table 2-17. Number of Platforms Required
Ver3us OTV and Mode (Mission Set N) , Contd
(P /L Mass Margin _ 15%)
Platform Gross Payload Margined No. of
Item No. Set No. OTV Mode Weight, kg* Weight, kg Platforms
24 39 c C' 1,557 1,320 8
25 39 b E 1,564 1,320 8
26 39 p E 1,610 1,320 8
27 56 b B 1,656 1,400 7
28 56 p B 1,683 1,400 7
29 56 a V 1,732 1,400 7
30 56 v C' 1,765 1,400 7
31 56 g C 1,818 1,400 7
32 40 n C 1,922 1,630 6
33 40 c E 1,931 1,630 6
34 40 d C' 1,940 1,630 6
35 40 f E 1,979 1,630 6
36 40 B 2,008 1,630 6
37 40 f B 2,035 1,630 6
38 41 h C 2,278 1,970 5
39 41 e E 2,302 1,970 5
40 41 e B 2,344 1,970 5
41 41 o C' 2,365 1,970 5
42 41 d E 2,427 1,970 5
43 41 v E 2,451 1,970 5
44 41 v B 2,473 1,970 5
45 41 d B 2,483 1,970 5
46 42 g C' 2,659 2,250 5
*Reduced for T /W penalty where applicable.
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Table 2-17. Number of Platforms Required
Versus OTV and Mode (Mission Set N), Contd
(P /L Mass Margin - 15%)
Platform	 Gross Payload Margined	 No of
Item No. Set No. OTV Mode Weight, kg* Weight, kg Platforms
47 43 n C' 3,142 2,650 4
48 43 V E 3,155 2,650 4
49 43 o B 3,157 2,650 4
50 43 1 C 3,247 2,650 4
51 43 h C' 3,333 2,650 4
52 43 g E 3,356 2,650 4
53 43 g B 3,375 2,650 4
54 43 j C 3,464 2,650 4
55 44 n B 4,145 3,500 3
56 44 n E 4,190 3,500 3
57 44 h B 4,210 3,500 3
58 44 h E 4,226 3,500 3
59 45 j C' 5,067 4,300 3
60 45 1 C' 5,110 4,300 3
61 45 k C 5,332 4,300 3
62 46 m C 5,814 4,900 2
63 47 j B 6,360 5,400 2
64 47 j E 6,468 5,400 2
65 47 1 B 6,701 5,400 2
66 47 1 E 6,752 5,400 2
67 48 k C' 7,799 6,600 2
68 48 m C' 8,504 6,600 2
69 49 k B 9,748 8,200 2
70 49 k E 91999 8,200 2
71 50 m B 10,622 9,250 1
72 50 m E 10,911 9,260 1
*Reduced for T I%' penalty where applicable.
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Table 2-18. Number of Platforms Required
Versus OTV and Mode (Mission Set V)
(P /L Mass Margin - 15%)
Platform	 Gross Payload Margined	 No. of
Item No. Set No. OTV Mode Weight, kg* Weight, kg Platforms
85 72 a C 409 248 225
86 73 q C 451 340 163
87 74 a C' 598 411 145
88 75 r C 616 500 121
89 76 a E 691 58G 95
90 77 p C 700 591 90
91 78 q C' 728 615 87
92 79 a B 819 690 79
93 80 b C 870 730 70
94 80 f C 879 735 Ill
95 81 q E 903 780 62
96 82 v C 936 788 58
97 83 q B 1,015 860 52
98 84 e C 1,029 868 51
99 85 c C 1,064 876 50
100 86 r C' 1,086 906 47
101 61 p C' 1,215 11100 33
73 60 b C' 1,273 1,060 34
74 61 d C 1,327 11100 33
102 87 o C 1,424 1,210 30
103 87 r E 1,439 1,210 30
104 88 f C' 1,492 1,240 29
105 89 r B 1,520 1,250 27
75 62 c C' 1,557 1,320 26
103 62 b E 1,564 1,320 26
*Reduced for T /W penalty where applicable.
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Table 2-18. Number of Platforms Required
Versus OTV and Mode (Mission Set V), Contd
( P /L Mass Margin - 15%)
Platform	 Gross Payload	 Margined	 No. of
Item loo. Set No. OTV Mode Weight, kg* 	 Weight, kg Platforms
107 90 p E 1,610 1,360 25
108 90 b B 1,656 1,400 25
109 91 p B 1,683 1,420 24
110 91 a C' 1,732 1,440 24
111 92 v C' 1,765 1,470 23
1.12 93 g C 1,818 1,515 22
113 63 n C 1,922 1,630 20
114 63 c E 1,931 1,630 20
76 63 d C' 1,940 1,630 20
115 63 f E 1,979 1,630 20
116 63 c B 2,008 1,630 20
117 101 f B 2,035 1,760 20
118 94 h C 2,278 1,970 17
11.9 94 e E 2,302 1,970 17
120 94 e B 2,344 1,970 17
121 94 o C' 2,365 1,970 17
122 95 d E 2,427 2,050 16
123 95 v E 2,451 2,050 16
124 95 v B 2,473 2,050 16
125 95 d B 2,483 2,050 16
77 64 g C' 2,659 2,250 14
126 65 n C' 3,142 2,650 12
127 65 o E 3,155 2,650 12
128 55 o B 3,157 2,650 1.2
78 65 1 C 3,247 2,650 12
*Reduced for T /W penalty where applicable.
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Table 2-18. Number of Platforms Required
Versus OTV and Mode (Mission Set V) , Contd
(P /L Mass Margin - 15%)
Platform	 Gross Payload Margined	 No. of
Item No. Set No. OTV Mode Weight, kg* Weight, kg Platforms
129 96 h C' 3,333 2,800 12
130 96 g E 3,356 2,800 12
131 96 g B 3,375 2,800 12
132 97 j C 3,464 2,930 11
133 98 n B 4,145 3,500 9
134 98 n E 4,190 3,500 9
135 98 h B 4,210 3,500 9
136 98 h E 4,226 3,580 9
137 66 j C' 5,067 4,300 7
79 66 1, C' 5,110 4,300 7
138 66 k C 5,332 4,300 7
80 61' m C 5,814 4,900 6
139 68 j B 6,360 5,400 6
140 68 j 6,478 5,400 6
81 68 1 B 6,701 5,40n 6
141 68 1 E 6,752 5,400 6
142 99 n C' 7,799 6,600 5
82 69 m C' 8,504 7,395 4
143 100 k B 9,748 8,200 4
144 100 k E 9,785 8,200 4
83 70 m B 10,622 9,250 3
84 70 m E 10,911 9,250 3
*Reduced for T /W penalty where applicable.
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The structure and each of the supporting subsystems are sized and contingen-
cies of 15 percent are applied. The total mass is 6646 kg. The delivery capa-
bility of the single stage OTV used in the low thrust expendable mode with a
single Shuttle launch (launch case II) was given as 6895 kg, leaving a margin
of 250 kg. For this concept, six platforms accommodate the nominal traffic model
payloads at the Western Hemisphere location (mission set N) . The delivery of
the platform to this location would be time-phased ovrr about a six year period.
When the OTV /platform assembly is delivered to the parking orbit by a Shuttle,
the assembly is rotated out of the cargo bay and positioned relative to the Orbiter
while the platform elements are deployed and checked out by the crew. Subsys-
tems and payloads are preattached and prewired to the maximum extent consistent
with Orbiter volume constraints. Certain intallation tasks may be accomplished by
planned EVA where this mode yields an advantage in reducing platform complexity
or cost and/or in increasing reliability. However, most deployment will be ac-
complished automatically. Unplanned EVA is also available as a backup operating
mode to correct anomalies.
When the platform and OTV checkout are satisfactorily completed, the assembly
is released from the Orbiter and the OTV begins the LEO-GEO transfer phase.
The OTV transfers the platform to a designated aim point near its assigned orbital
slot using a multiple perigee burn, single apogee burn trajectory.
When the earth station command and control link is established and the platform
attitude control subsystem is activated and acquires its references, the OTV
releases the platform, backs away to a safe distance, and then lofts itself to a
super-synchronous disposal orbit where it cannot interfere with geostationary
platforms or satellites.
For this concept, the orbital slot will be shared by six platforms arranged in a
rotating circular constellation that will maintain them well within a IC1 degree
area as viewed from the earth, yet will maintain minimum separation distanced
and minimize orbit adjustment propellant usage. This is accomplished by placing
each of the modules in orbits that deviate slightly from geostationary orbit
(slightly inclined and slightly elliptical) with the proper nodal point phasing.
The platform on-board propulsion system is used to control the placement of each
platform module into its desired orbit and then maintain its relative position.
Values of orbit eccentricity of e = 0 . 00011 and inclination of i = 0 . 0125 degrees
will result in a circular constellation with a diameter on the order of 18 km.
This concept is designed to require a minimum of servicing while assuring high
system availability. Platform subsystems are designed for 16 years of life and
employ triple redundancy of critical elements. The reaction control system (RCS)
which provides both attitude control and stationkeeping propulsion is sized to
curry an 8 year supply of propellant and will be replenished at intervals < 8
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years. Batteries are packaged in modules that can be replaced in orbit by an
unmanned servicing vehicle. Battery usable life is currently prcjected to be
about 10 years; therefore, as few as one servicing flight could suffice for a 16
year platform mission. Payload equipment can either be designed for long life
through high redundancy or for repair or replacement via logistics flights; this
choice is a user option.
The 2103 kg weight shown for the payload complement already includes a k
factor of 1.29 for triple redundancy, as do the mass estimates for the EPS , ACS,
RCS (dry) , TTC , and TCS subsystems.
2.4.2.4 Packaging Analysis. Packaging of the platforms for ascent from earth
to LEO is an important design parameter that determines the number of shuttle
launches required and thus transportation costs. Since detailed designs were
not possible for all of the candidate platform options, the packaging analysis was
parametrically performed based on previous GDC large space structures studies.
For launch case II ( Reference Tables 2-19 and 2-20) where the mated platform
and OTV together occupy the Orbiter cargo bay, the packaging density criterion
used was 984 kg per meter of length. All but one concept met this criterion.
The one exception was Item 119, which had a packaging density of 994 kg per
meter.
For launch cases III and III', where the packaged platform can occupy the full
19.3 m length of the cargo bay, the packaging criterion used was 1300 kg per
meter of length. This is equivalent to a packaging efficiency factor of about 80
percent. For cases III and III' , an additional mass allowance was added for the
ASE required to support the platform. This allowance was +20 percent; therefore,
the gross platform weight used was 1 . 2 times the net weight. The gross weight
was then used in computing the packaging densities.
It was determined that three concepts for mission set N (Reference Table 2-19)
and eight concepts for mission set V ( Reference Table 2-20) would not meet the
criterion for a single Shuttle launch to LEO, but would require one extra flight
for each platform. These results were then input to the transportaion cost
analysis.
2.4.2.5 Servicing Requirements. Plattorm servicing requirements were deter-
mined from the detailed subsystem and payload definitions in accordance with the
servicing philosophy of the particular option being investigated. Each subsystem
was considered individually. In the power system, for example, it is assumed that
solar arrays are never replaced, 100 percent of the batteries are replaced, and
52 percent of the power control avionics is replaced during the 16 year mission life
(mode E). From such figures and rate of use of consumables, the total mass that
must be delivered to each platform by servicing flights during the mission life
was calculated.
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Both reusable and expendable servicing vehicle modes were evaluated and the
lowest cost solution was chosen. The cost of servicing items was also estimated
and was added to platform bus and payload costs.
Basic servicing requirements for operational modes C 1 and E were developed
based upon the following guidelines:
Mode C 1
a. One servicing flight during 16 year mission.
b. Replenish pivpellants (8 year supply) .
C.	 Replace batteries (one set).
d. No other servicing, updating, etc., of subsystems and payloads. These
use triple redundancy and are designed for 16 year life.
Mode E
a. Servicing flights are flown at approximately two year intervals, i.e. , seven
flights during 16 year mission.
b. Propellant storage capacity is sized for a three year supply, and must be
replenished at intervals no longer than three years.
C. Subsystems and payloads use dual redundancy and are designed for on-
orbit replacement of modules.
d. Complete payload modules can also be exchanged.
e. Replacement rates are as follows:
1. Payloads - one set (mass equivalent plus 15 percent margin) replaced
over 16 year mission; charge production cost only.
2. Subsystems - add 15 percent weight margin; charge production costs.
(a) Structure - None.
(b) EPS - One set of batteries.
- No changeout of solar arrays.
- 40 percent of distribution system.
(c) ACS - 52 percent of total weight.
(d) RCS - 40 percent of dry weight.
- 100 percent of propellant.
(e) TTC - 52 percent of total weight.
(f) TCS - 25 percent of total weight.
(g) R&D - 25 percent of avionics weight.
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The mass transfer requirements for a 16 year mission period for mission sets
N and V are given in Tables 2-21 and 2-22. respectively.
Servicing was accomplished using a remotely controlled Teleoperator Maneuver-
ing System (TMS) at CEO. The baseline TMS description is given in Table 2-23;
details are discussed in Section 5.3 of this volume. This description was derived
from References 2.10 and 2.11. The cost of using the TMS was given as $2M per
flight in the reusable mode and $32M per flight in the expendable mode. Addi-
tional costs for the Shuttle and OTV were also added as appropriate for the
specific OTV and use mode (i.e., expendable or reusable).
The mass of servicing payload transportable per flight by each candidate ser-
vicing OTV is determined by subtracting from its gross lifting capability the
estimated weight of the TMS itself and an allowance for packaging and stowage
racks. It is assumed that the OTV has the capability to rendezvous with the
platform and fly formation with it during the servicing operation. Final approach
and docking equipment as well as the propellant required to Shuttle between the
OTV and the platform has been allocated to the TMS mass.
Three servicing modes were evaluated using 11 different OTV /Servicing mode
combinations whose characteristics are given in Table 2-24. All possible combi-
nations of OTVs (11) , servicing modes (3) , platform operational modes (2) , and
traffic models (2) were evaluated for 36 sets of platforms and the lowest cost
method was found for each set. These results are included in Appendix H, and
are summarized irs Tables 2-25 and 2-26. The costs applicable to the lowest cost
OTV/servicing mode combination for each platform concept was' then used in
determining total program costs.
The cost of servicing items delivered to CEO and installed by the TMS were also
estimated. For mode E, one set of payloads was replaced over the 16 year mission.
These were included under payload costs in the program cost estimates. Subsys-
tem servicing items were evaluated per the servicing guidelines and are included
under platform bus costs in the program cost estimates.
2.4.2.6 Transportation Requirements. Transportation requirements are of two
categories: platform delivery missions, and servicing missions. The costs of
servicing missions were developed in Section 2.4.2.5.
Delivery costs tnclud- the cost of the Shuttles and OTVs required to put the
entire set into geostationary orbits; these are one of the most widely varying cost
elements. For the nominal traffic model, it ranges from $225M for mE to $2.4798
for aC . For the high traffic model, it ranges from a low of $675NI for ME to
$8. 325B for aC . The launch and servicing costs for each of the mode K platform
system concepts are summarized in Tables 2-27 and 2-28 for mission sets N and
V, respectively. For those OTV/launch case combinations where space mating of
OTV-to-platform, stage-to-stage, or platform module-to-platform module is re-
quired, such costs are included. The rate established by NASA for this was
$9rn per operation (Reference Table 2-15).
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f.
Table ! 23. Baseline TMS Description
Dedicated servicer configuration
Launched and retrieved by reusable OT'V
Contr,:Aled at GEO from ground station (RF relay through geostationary
platforms)
Mass estimate:	 Mass, kg
TMS core (dry)	 636
Stowage rack/docking probe kit	 60
Servicer mechanism kit	 52
TV and navigation kit
	
68
Propellant and pressurant	 57
Launch weight	 873	 kg
Retrieval weight (10% reserves)	 822	 kg
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2.4.2.7 Program Costs. The total program acquisition and operational costs
were the evaluation criteria used to compare the alternative system concepts.
These costs were in three primary categories:
a.	 Bus costs.
b .	 Payload costs.
C.	 Transportation costs.
Other operational costs that would be common to all of the concepts, e.g., ground
station operations for platform control, earth station operations for communiations
payloads, etc. , were not included because these would not influence the compara-
tive results. Tables 2-29 and 2-30 summarize the comparative program costs
computed for each of the 144 platform system concepts defined for buildup mode
K. The development of each of the cost elements in Tables 2-29 and 2-30 is
discussed in the following sections.
Each row across the page is identified by an item number that corresponds to a
specific payload set accommodated on a platform bus synthesized for that set.
The platform is sized for optimum use of a specific OTV. For example, Item 1
accommodates Payload No. 51 on a platform sized for transfer vehicle code a, the
low thrust reusable single stage OTV , and operations in mode C. Sixty-seven
platforms are required to accommodate all of the payloads of mission set N. For
platform concepts operating in mode B, the number of platforms produced and
delivered to orbit is doubled because of the 8 year platform life, e.g. , Item 8.
Bus Costs. Bus development and production costs were estimated using General
Dynamics Convair's computerized life cycle cost model. Inputs to the model are
the operational life, number of units produced, and the subsystem descriptions
developed using the platform synthesis model (Reference Appendix G) . A sample
of the cost model output is shown in Figure 2-7. The complete set of output data
sheets is included in Appendix I. The cost model is discussed in detail in Vol.
III. Bus servicing items were estimated as uiscussed in Section 2.4.2.5.
The development cost tends to be higher, as expected, for the larger platforms.
It also varies considerably with mode. The mode b throwaways, of course, are
the cheapest to develop. The highly redundant unserviced version (mode C) and
the highly modularized frequently serviced version (mode E) are intermediate in
development cost. The hybrid mode C', which involves both redundancy and
servicing, is the most expensive to develop. The range of development costs for
the nominal traffic model was from $112119 for aB to $406M for mE. The high traffic
model makes very little difference in these costs, since the platforms are very
similar - there are just more of them. Here the range of development costs is
from $112M for aIi to $470M for mE.
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Production costs understandably follow an opposite trend. Even with appro-
priate allowance for the learning curve and volume production, it is much more
expensive to make many small platforms than to make a few big ones. For the
nominal traffic model, total production costs range from about $136M for one mE
platform to $1.023B for 67 aC platforms. For the high traffic model, the range
is from $471M for 3 mE platforms to $3.125B for 225 aC platforms.
Total bus costs for the nominal traffic model range from $471M for dB and hC
to $1.147B for aC. For the high traffic model, the range is from $947M for jC'
to $3. 341B for aC .
Payload Costs. The costs of each payload set is dependent upon a number of
factors including the degree of subdivision of large payloads, the duplication
of antennas and other components, the redundancy required to obtain high
availability!*3liability over the mission lifetime, and the modularity required for
servicing. These factors all influence the payload development and production
costs. The total development cost also includes the analytical efforts required
for system engineering and integration.
The total production cost includes payload physical integration and checkout as
well as payload servicing items, i.e. , one set of new payloads for operational
mode E. A more detailed discussion of payload cost estimating relationships is
given in Vol. III.
Although all elements of payload costs are affected by platform option, those
options leading to higher payload development costs tend to have lower payload
production costs, and vice versa. Thus, for the nominal traffic model the total
of all payload costs is relatively insensitive to platform option. For mission set N,
the total payload costs range from $755A1 for eC to $945M for aC , and 70 of the
72 options vary only between $755M and $882M.
For the high traffic model, the range of payload costs was much wider. For mis-
sion set V, payload costs range from $3.28B for aE to $1.92B for nC' , IC, and
hC' . The null occurs for three-platform system concepts that employ 12 plat-
forms to accommodate the high traffic model payloads at the Western Hemisphere
and Atlantic locations.
Transportation Costs. Platform launch costs and servicing flight costs are dis-
cussed in Section 2.4.2.6 and are developed in Tables 2-26 and 2-27. The
results are reflected in Tables 2-28 and 2-29.
For the nominal traffic model, total transportation costs range from $3741 for jC'
and eC' to $2.479B for aC. For the high traffic model, the figures go from
$1.120B for jC' and 1C' to $8. 325B for aC.
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The high traffic model is large enough that all the OTV candidates can be used
efficiently and therefore get fair consideration in the trades. Singularities
peculiar to the mission model are significant, and basic model-independent trends
appear clearly. Some of the clear messages of the total transportation costs
analysis are:
a. There is significant economy of scale. While there is scatter in data be-
cause of the varying efficiencies of OTV candidates, the envelope of data
points is essentially linear. It shows dramatic cost savings as the size of
the platforms increases. The 15 least expensive options all involve case
III or III' platforms (one or two Shuttle loads) mated on orbit to large
two-stage OTVs. The lowest cost case II, single-stage OTV ground-mated
to the platform and launched together in a single Shuttle, costs about 40
percent more than the best case III option.
b. The IUS is not economical for delivery of large space systems. At about
$20/gram, even its most capable four-stage version adds billions to program
cost.
c. Reusability becomes practical only for large two-stage OTVs.
d. Transportation costs are minimized by mode C' regardless of OTV class.
Servicing is cost-effective if done only when necessary.
Total Program Costs. The bus, payload, and transportation costs for each set
are summed to yield the total program cost for each candidate system concept.
For the nominal traffic model, the program costs ranee from $1.67113 for jC' to
$4.57113 for aC . For the high traffic model, the range is from $4.02113 for jC'
to $14. 04313 for aC .
Histograms of the program cost elements are p lotted in Figures 2-8 and 2-9 for
mission sets N and V, respectively.
Transfer vehicles j, 1, and m are nearly identical in cost for all modes. Usually
j has a slight advantage. These are all versions of a new two-stage OTV, with j
being the reusable version with a low-thrust engine.
Figures 2-10 and 2-11 present plots of total program cost versus number of
modules in each set. The economy of Scale gained by using larger modules is
clearly evident. with nulls around two for the nominal traffic model and seven for
the high traffic model. The figures are coded to identify the operational mode for
each concept.
Mode C' is the least expensive mode in every case for all possible transfer vehicles
(ignoring the small OTVs a, q, and r, which cannot handle some of the larg^r
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Figure 2-10. Total Program Costs - Mission Set N
payloads and which have extremely high program costs) . For some options,
mode C' savings over the other modes is small, for others it is large. A good
comparison of the four modes is to average the total program costs over all the
options and mission models for each mode. The results are:
B C C.1 E
$4.18513 $5.09B $3.87B $4.228
2.4.3 INDIVIDUAL SATELLITES. To further investigate the economy of scale
effects, concepts and system costs were also developed for accommodating the
same payload sets on a variety of conventional small, individual satellites (case I)
and on larger IUS-launched individual satellites (case I').
2.4.3.1 Launch Case I. In the preliminary trade studies, a first approximation
for the individual satellite mode was made, based on the payload model and costs
used in the 11SFC economic analysis (Reference 2. 3). It was determined that the
new Western Hemisphere payload model was about 16 percent heavier than the sum
of payload masses in the previous model, so the number of satellites required and
the cost of spacecraft and payloads was scaled up according to mass ratios. For
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Figure 2-11. Total Program Costs - Mission Set V
transportation costs, the new number of SSUS A&D upper stages and two-stage
IUS were determined and these costs estimated. Table 2-31 lists the original
NISFC estimates (adjusted from 1978 to 1980 dollars) and the extrapolated cost
element estimates for the new mission set N payload complement. A total of 62
satellites would be required to accommodate the new payload set. The satellites,
per conventional design philosophy, would have a life of 8 years and would
therefore be replaced by 62 more satellites to complete the 16 year mission. No
on-orbit servicing is possible in this mode of operation (mode 13). The total
program cost estimate for this individual satellite concept was $8.36313.
2.9.3.2 Launch Case 1 1 . At the first formal program review, it was determined
that launch case I would not be a realistic operating environment in the 1990s.
Therefore, a new concept was developed that employs a standard bus design
(TDRS-derived, but with 1990 technology incorporated). Transportaion is pro-
vided by the Shuttle and two-stage IUS. Again, the satellite would have an
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M
in
-0 
to
O0	 M
N I 00
Mass, k^
420
45
100
41.1
367
58
85
11.4
1600
21
1.621
526
2141
121
2268
Power, 1V
2700.0
41.0
212.0
0.0
300.0
344.0
0.4
302.6
3900.0
eight year life and be replaced to complete a 16 year mission ( operational mode B) .
Table 2-32 summarizes the design characteristics of the Case I' standard bus.
Theoretically, the cluster of individual satellite, would share a single orbital
slot, and be interconnected by microwave links (buildup mode K).
The margined payload weight for the case I' satellite bus was established at 34C
kg (allowing for payload mass contingency) . Specific payloads were then assign-
ed for both mission sets within the allowable payload weight and power criteria.
The payloads could be accommodated by 39 satellites for mission set N and by
163 satellites for mission set V.
Table 2-32. Case I' Individual Satellite Description
Standard Spacecraft Bus
Based on TDRS design (with 1990 technology)
Launched by shuttle/IUS (OTV Types)
Total satellite weight is 2268 kg ( 5000 lb)
Mission life is 8 years for each satellite
Replaced after 8 years by a new satellite
Payload Accommodations
Payload mass = 420 k(;
Payload power = 27001V
Weight and Power Summary
Payloads
Subsystems
TTC
ACS
Structure
EPS
Thermal
Propulsion (dry?
Contingency margin
S /C totals
Residuals
S /C EOL :
Hydrazine (8 years)
S/C BOL:
Adapter
IUS payload:
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The bus, payload and transportation costs were estimated for the individual
satellite ( 1/3) mode and are summarized in Table 2-33, along with the launch
case I data. Operational mode C, 16 year life without servicing, was also in-
vestigated, but it was found that the additional propellant mass required for this
long-term mission was excessive. Platform synthesis resulted in a negative pay--
load margin. therefore, this mode was determined to be infeasible.
The cost elements for launch case 1' have been added to Figures 2-12 and 2-13.
The economy of scale afforded by the platforms is readily apparent. This is
especially evident for mission V, the high traffic model.
2.4.4 TRANSFER VEHICLE COMPARISON. It is apparent in Figures 2-12 and
2-13 that transportation costs are a substantial fraction of the Dotal program costs,
and are the most variable of any of the cost elements. The total program cost
histograms are again p-^sented in Figures 2-14 and 2-15, with annotations added
to identify the important OTV features as follows: R = reusable, L = low thrust,
2 = two- stage. Where such annotations do not appear, the OTV is expendable,
high thrust, and single-stage.
These figures make evident the cost advantages of the two - stage, low thrust,
reusable OTV options, for both the nominal and high traffic models. The pro-
gram cost data versus number of modules required to accommodate the payloads
of mission set V are also plotted in Figure 2-16 with each of the OTV code letters
added (Reference Table 2-6). In addition, the data points for the reusable trans-
fer vehicles are shaded. Several observations that may be made from this figure
follow:
a. Two-stage OTVs produce lowest total program costs.
b. Reusable mode is only economical for two-stage vehicles; for single-stage
vehicles costs are much higher.
C.	 Liquid propellant stages yield lower program costs than solids for a given
module size.
The program cost data for mission set V are plotted again in Figure 2-17, this
time with the applicable launch mode indicated. The cost null at seven modules
indicates that launch case III yields the lowest cost system concept. The next
lowest cost concept would be four modules, launched in mode III'.
2.4.5 EVOLUTIONARY BUILDUP OPTIONS. Of the four evolutionary buildup
options defined in Table 2-9, only mode K has thus far been discussed. The
major system trade study results for mode K identified the most promising con-
cepts and provided the data base to evalute the other three evolutionary options.
2.4.5. 1 ;Mode H - Payload Addition. For this option, a very large platform bus,
i.e. , structure and all subsystems, would be constructed and checked out in
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Figure 2-16. Transfer Vehicle Comparison
LEO with a small fraction of the total payload complement installed. The plat-
form would then be transferred to GEO, where it would initially operate with the
small payload set. The platform woula be designed for 16 year life, with periodic
servicing visits by the TN1S.
Over a period of time, as new demands for communications capacity and new ser-
vices are encountered, new user equipment is delivered and installed on the
platform via the servicing vehicle. The frequency of servicing flights could be
variable, but the maximum interval would be governed by the sizing of the RCS
propellant storage capacity.
Buildup mode 1-1 is inherently coupled to operational mode E, because of the
necessity for servicing flight availability to build up the payload complement.
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Ten options utilizing buildup mode H were defined and compared to mode K. The
results are shown in Table 2-34. Servicing flight intervals varying from six
.nonths to three years for mode H were evaluated for the nominal traffic model
and at two year intervals for the high traffic model. In all 10 cases, mode H
totr,l program costs were higher than those for mode K. However, for the two
and three year service interval, the mode H ­-_! was within a few percent of
mode K. When compared to operational mode C for similar platform concepts,
the buildup mode H costs were $0.58 to $1.013 higher.
2.4.5.2 Mode J - Docked Dependent Nlodules. To further investigate the effects
of economy of scale, buildup mode J was devised. In this mode, several modules
would be constructed in LEO, transferred to GEO, and then docked together at
GEO to form a single large platform at each orbital location, with subsystems
shared between modules.
Buildup of each platform would take place over a period of years, to meet the
time-phased payload accommodation requirements for each orbital location.
These modules would not each be self-sufficient, as were those evaluated for
mode K. .nstead , the first module launched to each orbital location would cen-
tain the power generation and energy storage portions of the electrical power
subsystem (EPS, and would also house the bulk of the elements of the telemetry,
tracking, and command (TTC) subsystem and the thermal control subsystem
(TCS). The first module would contain a relatively small payload complement.
The succeeding modules would accommodate a relatively large payload comple-
ment but would require just a few elements of the EPS , TTC, and TCS subsys-
tems, e.g., power distribution cabling and switching, data bus and multiplexer-
demultiplexers, etc. Sharing of these subsystems by all modules permits less
duplication of components and decreases development and production costs.
Other subsystems, e.g. , attitude control subsystems (ACS) and reaction control
subsystem (RCS) would be included on each module and would be interconnected
via the TTC subsystem to act as large, distributed systems under control of
the central computer.
Since operational mode C` had been determined to be the least costly mode,
buildup mode J concepts were developed for 16 year life, coupled with servicing
as necessary, but at least every eight years to replenish consumables and ex-
change batteries or other equipment. Launch cases II arld III were both eval-
uated.
Three concepts were synthesized for buildup mode J, two for launch case I1
(Items 234 and 276) and one for launch case III (Item 337). Item 234 was for
the nominal traffic model and Items 276 and 337 were for the high traffic model.
The same basic methodology that was used for mode K v,, as employed (Reference
Figure 2-1), but with new ground rules added as follows:
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a. No savings in structural weight allowed (basic bus same as K) .
b. No savings in consumables allowed.
C.	 No savings in RCS or ACS subsystems allowed.
d. Power, TT&C, and thermal con'c.Ql systems can be shared, with their
weight and cost reflecting the total payload and subsystem set on all
modules supported.
e. Modules without prime power will have 100 kg for distribution.
Specific payload assignments were again made to each module, taking into
account: the time-phased needs for each type of communications service. Direct
to user ( DTU) and high volume trunking (HVT) payloads were accommodated in
accordance with the following temporal priority (in descending order) whenever
possible:
a.	 HVT, C-band.
b.	 D': U , Ku-band.
C.
	
HVT, Ka-band.
d.	 DTU, Ka-band.
For each of the three mode J concepts, it was found that fewer platform modules
were required to accommodate the payload sets than for mode K. This resulted
in lower bus and delivery transportation costs and lower ovorall total program
costs. Table 2-35 presents a summary of the mode J concepts along with a
comparison with the best of the mode K concepts.
Bus costs are always lower for mode J because of the reduced number of modules
and because of sharing of large EPS , TTC , and TCS subsystems. Payload costs
are reduced slightly for the high traffic model because the heavier payloads
did not require splitting up, and therefore duplication of antennas, switches, etc
was not required. Delivery transportation was reduced about 30 percent for the
high traffic model because of the reduced number of modules.
The difference in total program costs, comparing mode K to mode J, is shown in
the right column of Table 2-35. The change in costs (savings) ranges from $110TH
to $5701\9 when comparing operational mode C', and extend up to $1.558B when
all operational modes are compared.
Buildup mode J involves some extra complexity and costs associated with docking
the modules at GEO. This extra complexity has been reflected in the costs in-
cluded for rendezvous and docking sensors and mechanisms in the bus cost
estimates
r
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One operational advantage provided by mode J over mode K is the ease of iiiter-
connectivity of communications services. A hardwire data bus and a single cell -
tral switch can provide interservice connectivity instead of the multiple RF links
and switches required for mode K.
2.4.5. 3 Mode L - Docked Independent Modules. Another option for evolutionary
buildup is to sequentially launch independent modules as in mode K, but to phy-
sically dock them together in GEO to form one large platform at each orbital loca-
tion. Again, platform buildup would take place over a number of years, in pace
with user needs.
Each of the modules would have a complete complement of subsystems aboard, but
after docking with other modules, a control hierarchy would be established to
operate the module subsystems as integrated parts of the platform's large, dis-
tributed subsystems.
The concept descriptions developed for mode K (independent modules flying in
formation) are almost identical to the configurations required for mode L. The
only difference in functions is that the mode L concepts would replace the micro-
wave interplatform links that provide interservice connectivity with hardwire links,
and would require the addition of sensors a:ld mechanisms for on-orbit docking
to an adjacent module.
After a comparative analysis of the buildup modes K and L concepts, the following
observations can be made
a. The weight and cost of the rendezvous and docking mechanism is : ,cry nearly
the same as the microwave link equipment of mode K.
b. It may be possible to save some stationkeeping propellant weight with L as
compared to K. This depends greatly on the configuration of the cluster
in K.
In the test cases run, the total program costs were identical. There are
uncertainties in the development costs of the subsystems peculiar to these
modes. These uncertainties far exceed any detectable cost differences.
All of the costs developed for mode K are equally valid for mode L, and thus the
program cost summary data presented in Tables 2-29 and 2-30 are applicable for
the docked independent module buildup mode as well.
Since subsystems would not be shared, the platform buses and payloads comple-
ments would be the same and their costs tue same. Also, the numbers of modules
required would be the same and thus the transportation costs the same.
Comparing the functions and configurations of the docked modules, the hardware
interservice interconnectivity would be operationally advantageous over the RF
i
links used between the free flyers. However, the close proximity of the docked
modules tends to cause mutual blockage of solar arrays twice per orbital revolu-
tion unless the modules launched later in the mission have their array drives
extended considerably above and/or below ';he earlier-launched arrays. Also,
the locations of large antennas mounted at or beyond the edge of a module must
be carefully considered when planning the layout of adjacent modules to prevent
aperture blockage or field-of-view obscuration of other sensors.
2.4.6 COMPARISON OF BEST OPTIONS. Having evaluated all of the viable
combinations of launch case, OTV type, operational mode, and evolutionary
buildup mode, the best overall options were identified and a few were selected
for funding spread analysis. Table 2-36 lists the selected options, total program
costs and selection rationale. The symbols of the identifying code are summari-
zed in Table 2-37 and the definitions are given in Table 2-10.
Four options that cover a wide range of launch cases and operational modes were
selected for funding spread analysis. The selected options are:
a. Item 148 - Best satellite option (IUS/stalidard TDRSS bus/multiple payload).
b. Item 84 , - Best frequency serviced option.
C.
	
Item 276 - Best case 11 (module and OTV in single Shuttle) .
d.	 Item 337 - Best overall option.
Funding spreads were generated for the four selected candidates. The cost of
each major cost element was spread according to a top level milestone schedule
and then accumulated to provide annual funding requirements. The details of
the funding analysis are included in Appendix J.
The final cost results of the candidate options are shown in Table 2-39 together
wtih the individual satellite case for comparis -n. Total program costs are shown
as are program cost excluding the cost of the payloads themselves. Costs are
shown in 1.980 constant dollars together with the net present value assuming a
10 percent discount rate. Item 337 shows minimum cost followed by Items 276
and 84. This trend is also confirmed when discounted dollars are considered.
All of the potential options are at least a factor of four cheaper than the indivi-
dual satellite case for the accomplishment of the .assumed mission model.
2.5 SELECTED CONCEPTS
The system concept options and definitions that were developed in Secton 2.4
of this report were presented at the second formal program progress meeting
for NASA review and concurrence per the study plan. However, following the
review, it was determined that an additional mission set should be evaluated and
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Cost Without Payloads
1980 $M	 NPV $hl
1,696 787
2,122 893
2,870 1,283
19,662 6,858
Table 2-37. Key to Coding of Options
Each option has fin item number and a code.
The item numbers are our computer designations and have little intrinsic
meaning.
Option codes tell a great deal. For example:
Item 337, Option III jC'JV (5)
III	 Launch mode	 :tedium platforms, space mated to transfer vehicle
j	 Transfer vehicle	 New 2-stage reusable OTV, low thrust engine,
used in reusable mode, space-mated
C'	 Operating mode	 Hybrid, highly redundant 16 year life, service-
able, 8 year consumables capacity
J	 'k,uildup mode	 Docked dependent modules, shared subsystems
V	 Mission set	 Payloads satisfying high traffic model, both
weste•^ n hemisphere and atlantic locations
(5)	 Number required	 It takes j such modules individ-sally launched
to GEO to satisfy the mission set
.'able 2-38. Funding Spread Analysis Results
E.
i
Total
Program CostsItem
No. 1980 $11 NPV $M
*337 3,460 1,564
t276 3,997 1,740
84 4,703 2,285
148 21,659 7,790
*Recommended baseline concept.
tRecommended backup concept.
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:
some additional logistics flights should be added to the operational mode C' con-
ceits to afford more payload changeout capability as a user option.
2.5.1 MISSION SET P. Program costs were developed for 72 additional platform
system concepts to accommodate mission set P - the nominal traffic miadel payloads
for both the Western Hemisphere and Atlantic locationf. The data base developed
for mission set N was employed, with appropriate factors applied to quantities
and learning curves. The total program costs are summarized in Table 2-39. The
OTV /operating mode trends previously described for mission set V alto apply
^') mission set P.
?.5.2 OPERATIONAL PLATFOP .M ALTERNATIVES. In cooperation with NASA,
four alternative platform system concepts were selected for further definition in
Task 3 - coaceptual design. The selected concepts are as oUows:
Alternative No. Item No.	 Code
1	 401 II d	 C' K P (12)
2	 402 II d	 C' P (12)
3	 403 III j	 E K V (6)
4	 404 III 1	 C' J V (5)
Descriptions of each of the concept options are given in Figures 2 - 18 through
2-21.
Using the data base previously established for the system trade studies, pre-
liminary program cost estimates were developed for operational platform alter-
natives 1 through 4. The program costs are summarized in Table 2-40.
Figures 2- 22 and 2- 23 present plots of total program cost versus number of
modules for mission sets P and N, with platform alternatives 1 through 4 added
to indicate their positions relative to the other concepts evaluated.
2.6 CONCLUSIONS
A wide variety of platform sizes, operating modes, and delivery methods was
investigated and the impact of these factors quantified to guide the selection cf
system concepts for platform definition in Task 3. The results of the system
trade studies are summarized in Tat-le 2-41.
The basic trade studies, performed for buildup mode K, illustrate the economy
of scale advantages of larger platforms, considering the total program costs.
Economy of scale is achieved in two ways - through lower platform costs for a
2-90
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Code: Il d C' k P (12) q (16)
Description:
1. 11	 Launch :► lode 11. Single shuttle launch for mated O`1'V and platform.
2. d	 Single stage 0TV, expendable mode, low thrust engine (1'/W = 0.07);
P/L. length = 26 fret. `lass capability to GE:O is 6,895 kg. cost is
567N1 per flight (including shuttle).
3. C'	 • Highly redundant; subsystems life designed for 16 years; (weight
includes 29 percent penalty for triple redundancy over 8-year life subsystem
design).
• Eight year consurnables capacity.
• Serviceable as nece-nary during lifetime (mass of servicing items
estimated by requiring consun►ables and all batteries to be replaced
every eight years, plus a roodest allowance for selected subsystems
and payloads).
• Payload total mass increased by 29 percent to allow either triple redundancy
or modularity (some payloads will incorporate neither; others may
incorporate both).
• Payload update through launch of new modules and as part of servicing
flights (user option).
4. K	 —	 Platforms fly in formation; interconnectivity is provided by interplatform
links.
5. P	 --	 Nominal traffic model; both Western Ilemisphere and :atlantic locations.
6. (12) -	 Twelve platforms accommodate the total payload set (6 for Western
Hemisphere and 6 for Atlantic).
7. q	 --	 Serv icing 1 ►rovided using 0'1'V q ( I stg., single shuttle flight, reusable node);
mass delivery capabilit y
 is 1 169 kg per flight if OTN' and ` NIS are both
reused. Cost is $39N1/flight.
8. (16)	 Number of serv icing flights planned over the 16 year mission duration.
264.382.41
Figure 2-18. Operational Platform Concept Definition - Alternative #1
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L.
Code: H d C' J P ( 8) q (12)
Description;
1, 11	 -	 Launch Mode I1. Single shuttle launch for matrd OTV and platform module.
2, d	 -	 Single stage OTV, expendable mode, low thrust engine (T/%V = 0.07);
P/L length = 26 feet. Mass capability to GEO is 6,895 kg; cost is
$67`I per flight (including shuttle).
3. C'	 -	 • Highly redundant ,. subsystems life designed for 16 years; weight includes
29 percent for triple redundancy over 8- ,year life subsystem design).
• Eight year consumables capacity.
• Serviceable as necessary during lifetime (mass of servicing items
estimated by requiring consumables and all batteries to be replaced
every eight years, plus a modest allowance for selected subsystems
and payloads).
• Payload total mass increased by 29 percent to allow either triple
redundancy or modularity (some payloads will incorporate neither;
others may incorporate both).
• Payload update through launch of new modules and as part of
servicing flights (user option).
4. J	 -	 Platform modules arc physically docked at GEO; interconnectivity is
provided by hardwire. Subsystems arc shared between modules.
5. P	 Nominal traffic model; both 1Vi-stern Hemisphere and Atlantic locations.
6. (8) -	 Eight platform modules acconunodate the total payload set (4 for
Western Hemisphere and 4 for Atlantic).
7. q	 Servicing provided using OTV q ( I Sig- single shuttle flight, reusable
Mode); mass delivery capa' '.ty is 1169 kg per flight if OTV and THIS
are both reused. Cost is c	M/flight.
8. (12) -	 Number of servicing fligf,. planned over the 16 year mission duration.
264.352-42
Figure 19-19. Operational Platform Concept Definition - Alternative #2
I
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f Code:	 III	 j	 E	 K	 V	 (6)	 a	 (16)
Description:
1.	 III	 — Launch code ill. Multiple shuttle launches. The O`1'V and platform are
mated in LEO.
2.	 j	 — Two stage OTV, reusable made, low thrust engine (T/1Y = 0.03),
P/L length = 60 feet. Mass capability to GEO is 16,878 kg; cost is
S 124M per flight (including shuttle),
3.	 E	 — •	 Subs ystems life  (ksigned for 8 years; (weight includrs 12-1/2 p-ment
penaity for dual reiJun0ancy and modularity for on-orbit ..%rvicing,).
•	 Three year coi,aumablcs c--pac1ty.
•	 Serviced at intervals 4 3 years (mass of servicing items estimated by
requiring batteries, subsystem nodules and payloads to be replaced
once during 16 year lifetime).
•	 Payload total mass increased b y 12-1%2 percent to allow for dual
redundancy and modularity.
•	 Payload update through servicing flights.
4.	 K	 — Platforms fly in formation; interconnectivity is provided by interl?latfornl
links.
5.	 V	 — lligh traffic model; both Western Hemisphere and Atlantic locations.
ti.	 (6)	 -- Six platforms accommodate the total payload set (3 for Western
Ilenlisphere and 3 for Atlantic).
7.	 c	 — Servicing provided using 0'1'V c ( i stg., single shuttle slight, expendable
mode); mass delivery capabiiity is 5629 kg per flight if 0'1'V and `I'NIS
are both expended. Cost is $99NI/flight.
8.	 (16) — dumber of servicing flights planned over the 16 year mission duration.
264.352 43
Figure 2-20. Operational Platform Concept Definition - Alternative #3
..- 9G
Cede: II I
	t	 C' J	 N' (5) q (16)
Description:
1.	 Ill launch Mode 111. Multiple shuttle launches. The OTV and Platform
module are mated in LEO.
2.	 t	 w Two stage OTV, reusable mode, standard engine ('1'/W = 0.31),
P/L length = 60 feet. Mass capability to GEO is 19,505 kg; cost is
$I 24M  per flight (including shuttle).
3.	 C' o	 Ifighly redundant; subsystems life designed for 16 years; (weight
includes 29 percent penalty for triple redundancy over 8 -year life
subsystem design).
o	 Eight year consumables capacity.
^.► 	 Serviceable as necessary during lifetime (mass of servicing items
estimated by requiring consumables and all batteries to be replaced
every eight years, plus a modest allowance for selected subsystems
and payloads),
o	 Payload total mass increased by 29 percent to allow either triple
redundancy or modularity ( some payloads will incorporate neither,
others may incorl)orate bo(h).
0	 Payload update t! ► rough launch of ne w modules and as Dart of
servicing flights (user option).
4.	 J	 - Platform modules are physically docked at GEO; in;:erconnectivity is
provided by hardwire. Subsystems art- shared between modules.
5.	 V	 - High traffic model; both Western Ilemispiteric and Atlantic lo..!ions.
6.	 (5) Five platforms accommodate the total payload set (3 for Western
Ifemisphcre and `? for Atlantic).
i,	 q Servicing provided using OTV q (1 stg., single shuttle flight., reusable
mode); mass delivery capability is 1169 kg per high`, if O1T V and THIS
arc both reused. Cost. is S39M/flight.
8.	 (16) - Number of servicing flights planned over the IG year mission duration.
Figure 2-21. Operational Platform Concept Definition - Alternative 04
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Table 2-41. Trade Study Results Summary
Platforms enjoy significant economic advantage over individual satellite-,.
Platforms represent a l.:gical extension of current trends toward larger, more
complex, multifrequency satellites.
Shuttle-optimized platform design greatly reduces transportation costs.
High energy orbit transfer vehicles maximize transportation economies.
Reusable, 2-stage OTV y i elds lowest absolute program costs.
Significant economy of scale can be achieved with single shuttle launched
platforms.
Extended life through high reliability components, redundancy, and limited
automated revisit has economic advantages.
himited automated revisit is beneficial.
Replenish consumables.
Exchange predictable wearout come .)rents.
Update payloads; add capacity to match demand and growth.
2-10.1
i
set of larger size platforms accommodating the mission model, and through use
of larger, more economical orbit transfer vehicles (OTV).
The platform (buE plus payload) costs are relatively constant over about 75 per-
cent of the size range evaluated. For example, Figure 2-24 shows that 54 of the
73 concepts evaluated for the high traffic model are within the $3 to $3.5B range.
The biggest variable in total program costs was in the transportation (launch
and servicing) costs. Therefore, platform economy of scale can be compounded
by optimizing platform designs for the larger OTVs, which have a lower specific
cost, i.e.  , dollars per kilogram of payload delivered to CEO.
The very significant cost advantage of platforms versus individual satellites is
also illustrated iti Figure 2-24. Approximately 28 percent of the concepts shown
have total program costs that are less than 1/4 the individual satellite \I/S) costs.
Although the large, two-stage reusable OTV promises the lowest absolute total
program cost in operational mode C', the single stage expendable OTV is very
cost competitive when used in the single Shuttle launch per platform mode (mode
II). Figure 2-25 illustrates the relatively small differential in program costs for
these two concepts.
One clear output of this study is that OTV reusability, either for delivery or
servicing, is only economical with large, two=stage vehicles. Single-stage veh-
icles are in every case more expensive in the reusable mode than in the expend-
al)ie mode. Reusability will, of course, be required for other than economic
reasons - satellite retrieval and manned operation for example. But economic
advantages should not be expected for vehicles with delivery capability from
LEO to GEO of less than about .10,000 kg in the reusable (OTV returns empty)
mode.
Operational mode C' (16 year subsystem life with consumables resupplied at 8
years) yielded the lowest program costs. Although weight/cost penalties are
incurred to obtain redundancy and longer life, the reduced transportation
costs more than outweigh the penalties and yield an overall economic advantage.
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